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Electrical impedance tomography (EIT) is an imaging technique for mapping the
internal conductivity distribution of an object by taking voltage measurements
from electrodes attached to the surface of the object, while an electrical current is
injected to these boundary electrodes. EIT has been researched in many different
application areas in the world as a simpler, cheaper and safer alternative to
many other tomography techniques, while provider very useful and often unique
functional information. The main aim of this PhD study is to extend the use of
EIT by further improvements of our understanding of the EIT data and image
analysis and its challenges. In each case the challenges are highlighted and some
solutions are proposed.
EIT has great applications in area of industrial processes. We highlight a chal-
lenges associated with the EIT to simultaneously reconstruct the permittivity and
conductivity, in particular, when there is a low contrast in permittivity values of
samples but in high contrast with background. A good case study to highlight
this challenge is a water dominate oil and gas flow with important application in
process industry. The thesis is proposing a dual-modality EIT with transmission
mode travel time ultrasound tomography for such an application.
Another potential area with the EIT is the use of EIT for artificial skin for robotics
application. This is done using a soft material such as fabric and the skin can be
developed by EIT with sensing the change in conductivity while pressure applied
to the skin. We have identified two main issues with the application, one the
need to extend the functionality of the skin to be dynamical. This will enable the
EIT based skin to work as an interface allowing social interaction with the robot.
Second is a well established issue in medical EIT, which also exists in robotics
ii
EIT and that is the movement of electrodes which corrupted the EIT image.
We have developed a spatially correlated total variation imaging algorithm so
that the robot skin using EIT could work as dynamical imaging sensor allowing
for interactive skin. The interaction of the EIT based skin through pressure
sensing can be done like a movie rather than individual images, which resembles
the human skin interaction. The movement of electrodes and electromechnaicl
interpretation of pressure via EIT image are both very difficult problems to model
and interpreter. For these issue we implemented a convolutional neural network
deep learning algorithm. The imaging results shows very good performance of
both spatially correlated TV algorithm together with the deep learning approach.
The working flow of this dissertation can be explained as the following sections.
Firstly, the basic background of EIT, its applications and mathematical theories
including the forward problem, inverse problem have been reviewed. Secondly, a
complex impedance image reconstruction is developed. The complex EIT which is
determining conductivity and permittivity distribution at the same time using the
real and imaginary part of the voltage measurements are presented. A complex-
valued forward model, Jacobian matrix, inverse solution and related simulation
studies are developed as well, the results indicated there are still challenging in
reconstructing both parameters simultaneously. And then, a novel EIT combined
with ultrasound transmission mode tomography (UTT) dual-modality for three-
phase material image is developed. Identification of three phase oil/gas/water in
water dominated situation should be possible via complex EIT, but practicality
this is challenging. Therefore, the EIT/UTT dual modality imaging can be de-
ployed for such application, where EIT is used to identify non-conductive phase
which either oil or gas phase and hence UTT is used to identify air phase. Both
simulation and experimental studies are implemented and a image fusion method
is proposed for producing three-phase images. Finally, a conductive fabric based
EIT dynamical sensing system integrated with deep learning for improving image
quality is proposed, a movie like denoised experimental results are presented using
a spatiotemporal total variation algorithm and a convolutional neural network
training. The deep learning method helps overcoming the imaging artefact’s due
to electrode movement which is a main issue in fabric based EIT.
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Tomography is known as an imaging technique for mapping a cross-section in 2D
or entire region in 3D of the object of interest, which applied for various aspects of
science such as medicine, industry and geophysical applications. Tomography can
be divided into ‘hard field tomography’ and ‘soft field tomography’. Some well-
known and mature imaging techniques such as x−ray and γ−ray tomography are
classified as ‘hard field tomography’ whose transmitting signal follows a straight
line pattern. They are fast and has been widely used in the medical field however
the cost of such equipment is normally expensive and the radiation could be
harmful to human body especially under long-term exposure.
The ‘soft field tomography’, mainly including electrical impedance tomography
(EIT), electrical capacitance tomography (ECT) and magnetic inductance tomog-
raphy (MIT), has also been used in medical and industrial fields. The different
between ‘hard’ and ‘soft field tomography’ is that the transmitting signal of ‘soft
filed tomography’ does not follow the straight line anymore and the signal dis-
tribution depends on the electrical excitation sources. The complex nature of
electrical and magnetic field could bring a great difficulty in image reconstruc-
tion comparing to ‘hard field tomography’, but they can still benefit from the low
capital cast, non-invasive and high speed [1].
1
EIT as a ‘soft field tomography’ measures the conductivity distribution of the
region of interest. The region of interest normally should be conductive that
allows injected current conducted over entire region. Such a medium can be
presented in variety of materials like human tissue, pipelines, and conductive
fabric. In a current driving EIT system, the current is injected while the voltage
is measured, opposite, the potential is injected with the current being measured
in a voltage driving EIT system. The measured data is then being used for image
reconstruction.
There are three main applications fields in EIT: medical, industrial and geo-
physical. As early in 1907, the direct current resistivity imaging was used in
geophysical studies for locating conductive anomalies in Sweden [2]. The method
is based on injecting current into one electrode pair and measuring potential on
another electrode pair. To acquire more potential measurements, they had to
move the measuring electrode pair by hand [3]. A few decades later, tomography
rapidly improved with the great birth of PC which provides the functions of mod-
elling for solving the forward and inverse problems, as well as making effective
calculations. In the early 1980s, EIT mainly focused on the clinical applications
like thorax and gastric function monitoring [4], [5]. More recent, people were try-
ing to detect various diseases such as cerebral hemorrhage [6] and breast cancer
[7], [8] using EIT since it is non-invasive, radiation-free and low cost.
EIT also contributes to industrial applications since late the 1980s; it can be
used for flow monitoring, visualization and measuring purposes. Especially in the
petroleum industry, EIT can be applied for two-phase flow that has impedance
contract between the main fluid and the second phase fluid or component clusters
[9]. And for more complex flows such as oil-gas-water three-phase flow, they
can be visualized and measured in most conditions using EIT involved dual-
modalities [10], [11]. On the other hand, EIT based fabric sensors which can
map local pressure were proposed in [12], [13] and [14], potentially became a




If we want to use EIT in real-life applications there are several critical challenges
associated with it. This thesis aims to highlight a number of these challenges and
provide some solutions or insights.
1.2.1 Complex EIT
In complex EIT, people trying to image the conductivity and permittivity dis-
tributions inside of human body at the same time using the real and imaginary
part of voltage measurements since the biological tissues have different resistivity
and permittivity response [15], [16], [17]. But in non-bio samples, there are only
few researches considered the imaginary part of the admittance. Most of prior
works are ERT which removes the effect of permittivity from measurements and
models for simplicity.
In the most recent research [18], they present a simultaneous reconstruction for
both conductivity and permittivity in three cases. However, the sample they
used for showing conductivity changes also has the different permittivity setting,
thus, the reconstruction images is confusing and couldn’t determine the image
reconstructed is due to the conductivity changes or permittivity changes. In
other non-bio sample complex EIT research [19], the derivation of the Jacobian
was wrong, the effect of frequency was not considered. The sensitivity matrix they
used in image reconstruction was the Eidors default value which is not a complex-
valued, and also the imaginary reconstruction images in different frequencies are
confusing since there is no way to prove the changes in images are caused by the
changes in permittivity or frequency. Therefore, further analysis of complex EIT
for non-bio samples is needed with a proper mathematical modelling.
1.2.2 Water dominated three-phase imaging
In the oil and gas industry, companies are increasingly facing the need to find ways
of improving oil and gas production techniques, establishing production facilities
in a difficult location, reducing cost and transporting energy efficiently through
pipelines. Clearly, to measure and visualise flow is one of the key developments
in the petroleum industry [20]. Despite a long time research and development,
3
oil-gas-water three-phase flow is still a challenging problem. The complexity of
measuring or visualization three-phase flow is mainly as follows: i) there are many
characteristic parameters, gas-oil-ratio, water-cut, mass flow rate, slip velocity,
etc [21]. ii) the gas volume fraction (GVF) and water-to-liquid ratio (WLR)
change rapidly in the process of flow depending on the pressure and temperature.
iii) the change of flow pattern is complex, there are more than 20 different flow
regimes that have been observed [22], [23]. Açikgöz produced three-phase flow
patterns for both oil-dominated and water-dominated conditions [24].
Figure 1-1: Flow patterns for vertical upward water-assisted with oil and gas flow
[25]
As we all know, petroleum can be found in geological formations beneath the
surface of the earth, surrounded by natural gas and often contain large amounts
of water. Because water is more mobile than petroleum, some of the surrounding
water is bound to be pumped up when crude oil and natural gas are produced
through wells. That is a costly process and if it can be avoided by leaving
the water at an earlier stage, it can make the processes more cost-effective. In
addition, with the production of crude oil and natural gas, formation pressure
gradually decreases. In order to maintain reservoir pressure and realize long-term
high and stable production of the oil field, the development mode of formation
water injection is widely used to improve oil recovery as in Fig 1-2. Therefore, in
the early stage of oil field development, the water cut in crude oil is relatively low.
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With the implementation of water injection scheme, a large amount of water is
injected underground, and the water cut of crude oil will continue to rise, and the
ratio of oil to water can reach more than 1:9. Therefore, the crude oil production
often contains a lot of water [26].
Figure 1-2: Water injection scheme during oil recovery [27]
EIT as an imaging technique, can visualise both interior conductivity and per-
mittivity distribution inside the region of interest by only using measurements
from electrodes placed on its boundary. It has been applied on the industry to
identify gas and oil in water depending on their conductivity properties, cur-
rently it is a relatively mature technique in two-phase flow [9]. But three-phase
is a more challenging task. In fact, a flow cannot be measured or visualised by
a single tomography system; additional information is required in many indus-
trial processes. The physical properties of each phase are listed in Table 1.1, bar
plots clearly present the property difference between three phases. Conductiv-
ities states that there is in no separation for oil and gas in EIT since they are
non-conductive. Tiny difference in relative permittivity of oil and gas suggests
they can be distinguished by ECT theoretically with large precise computational
calculation, but in real time, the separation can be extremely difficult. Depend-
ing on the different speed of sound, ultrasonic tomography seems can be used for
three-phase flow, however, the contrast between water and oil is much smaller
than them with air, measurement and reconstruction solution are not high enough
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to meet the desired level. Therefore, single tomography systems are limited in
oil-gas-water three-phase flow.
Table 1.1: Physical properties in room temperature (25◦ C) and bar plot of water,
oil and gas
Water Oil(petroleum) Gas(air)
Conductivity (mS/m) 35 0 0
Relative permittivity (ε) 80 2 1
Speed of sound (m/s) 1480 1290 343
Conductivity, relative permittivity and speed of sound difference of three phases
To address as more three-phase flow patterns as possible, measuring/imaging
more than two phases and flow monitoring purpose, various tomographic meth-
ods have been commercially applied and scientifically proposed for developing
three-phase flow in the past few decades [20]. So far, dual-modality of electrical
capacitance tomography (ECT) and electrical resistance tomography (ERT) is
commonly used as a solution [28], [29], [30]. ERT can distinguish gas and oil
(none or low conductivity) from water-dominated mixture (higher conductivity);
meanwhile ECT can distinguish water (high permittivity) from gas-oil-dominated
mixture (lower permittivity). In [31], dual-modality ECT and magnetic induc-
tance tomography (MIT) was proposed, and successfully identified water and oil
in air (simulated gas-dominated situation). Other modalities, such as combina-
tion of ECT and gamma-ray tomography was introduced in [32]. Gamma-ray
tomography can distinguish gas from liquid, since these have different photon
attenuation coefficients, which is closely proportional to the density of the flow.
As a result, water and gas phases can be identified in oil-dominated flow. There
is a growing interest in dual modality ultrasound (UT) and electrical tomography
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since its original introduction in 2006 [33]. Yunus presented a simulation study on
air-bubble detection using ERT UT dual-modality [34], and oil-water two phase
flow was measured by Tan using UT and a conductance/ capacitance sensor [35].
Figure 1-3 presents a summary of current capability of dual-modalities in gas-
oil-water three-phase flow against water to liquid ratio. However, all modalities
can hardly distinguish oil and gas from water-dominated flow at the same time,
leaving this situation as a blank space.
Figure 1-3: Capability of dual-modalities against WLR
1.2.3 Dynamical fabric EIT
Over the last two decades, there are various types of artificial skin based on
different touch sensing techniques have been developed [36]. The piezoresistive
sensor measures the resistance changes of the elastomer, foam, conductive carbon
ink or other conductive material while the pressure force applied directly [37],
[38]. This well-structured touch sensor is commonly used on robotic hands, gives
high resolution and low cost [39], [40]. However, the high power consumption,
low repeatability, and large hysteresis are some of the drawbacks of piezoresistive
sensors. At the same time, capacitive sensors have been widely used in robotic
since they have relatively high sensitivity and can give good spatial resolution, but
the structure of the sensors is more complicated due to its sandwich design and the
capacitors arrays, which easily causes noise and interference [41]. Optoelectronic
sensors use optical technology, and the pressure can be detected by changes in
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light intensity or spectrum. It has the advantages of large sensing range, high
spatial resolution, immune to electromagnetic interference and fast response, but
they are huge in size, required high power supply [42], [43]. Other tactile sensors
using magnetic, piezoelectric, and ultrasonic are introduced and summarised in
[39] and [44].
EIT as an imaging technique, the utilization of it have been successfully in
biomedical, geophysical and industrial fields, it has been used for such as the
brain and thorax monitor, liquid mixing and flow analysis because of the non-
destructive property. Instead of the human body or other target, if a conductive
material that will respond to local conductivity of permittivity changes is used, a
pressure mapping imaging system or a touch sensing sensor can be created. Com-
monly, a large-scaled sensor array for robotic skin consists of numbers of interior
wires or electrodes, which can easily cause electromagnetic noise and affect on
the flexibility and stretchability of the skin. Where, the EIT based fabric sensor
were introduced to overcome this issue. The first tactile sensor based on EIT
without wire and sensing elements in its region was presented in [12], the rubber
response to pressures with local changes in conductivity. To realise the light-
weight, low-cost and stretchable artificial skin, single-layered conductive fabrics
were used in [13] and [14] and a highly stretchable tactile distribution sensor was
used for smooth-surfaced humanoids [45]. A tactile distribution sensor which
enables stable measurement under high and dynamic stretch was also proposed
in [46]. They demonstrated an improved EIT-based fabric sensor which can map
local pressure.
However, the image resolution of fabric EIT is still experiencing a low qual-
ity problem. Since the beginning of EIT research, it is known that the shape
mismatch and electrode position uncertainty are key sources of errors in imaging
reconstruction [47]. In the most industrial applications and phantom simulations,
the electrodes are stably mounted around boundary, reconstruction for these cases
will not affected by the movement of electrode. However, in fabric EIT, the nat-
ural of fabric causes the shape mismatch when pressure applied.The arrows in
Figure 1-4 indicated each electrode’s movement. In the image of phantom data
(a), there is no electrode movement which gives a fairy good reconstruction re-
sult. For the fabric data, reconstructed images are damaged by the noise caused
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by electrode movement. The closer of the pressure point is to the boundary, the
more the electrode will be affected around pressure point, the greater amplitude
of the movement by these electrodes gives more collapse in image reconstruction.
Also, the area around pressure point are blurred due to the net structure of the
fabric, especially when there are more than one pressure points, the separation
can be difficult like shown in Figure 1-4 (d). In addition, when pressure point is
in central area, the reconstruction is challenging due to lower EIT sensitivity, but
has potentially less effect on electrode movement. Same thing happens in med-
ical EIT when trying to image the thorax, electrodes move with people breath,
resulting a vague image.
Figure 1-4: Top: reconstructed images for (a) phantom data with one non-
conductive inclusion and (b) fabric data with one pressure point in top left.
Bottom: reconstructed images for fabric data with (c) one pressure point close
to boundary and (d) two pressure points.
There is no way to change the elastic structure of the fabric, and this is a great
advantage in applications such as artificial skin and wearable monitoring. There-
fore, implies post image processing is necessary to improve image quality and
visibility caused by these inevitable physical phenomena.
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1.3 Aim and objectives
The project aims to expand the feasibility of potential future applications of EIT.
EIT is a new emerging tomography method that has been investigated for few
decades. Although EIT suffers from low spatial resolution, it can still be applied
for some monitor applications in clinical and process industry which does not
require precise detection. Based on the challenges of EIT addressed above, there
are three main objectives in this work.
• Based on the previous study by Yang [19] in complex fabric EIT, the appro-
priate mathematical modelling and sensitivity matrix should be obtained,
then the proper conductivity and permittivity distributions should be de-
termined. Further to achieve the purpose of using this complex EIT system
for conductivity and permittivity imaging at the same time.
• Combining EIT with other tomography technique to create a novel dual-
modality which can be used in solving the material distinguish problem in
water dominated three-phase flow.
• To achieve dynamical imaging in fabric EIT, and eliminate the noise in
reconstruction images. Which can be used for possible pressure mapping
and robotic skin applications.
To achieve these objectives, several small tasks have been listed:
• Gain background knowledge of electrical impedance tomography and its
practical applications in different fields. Investigate the current multi-
modalities which involving EIT and its applications.
• Reviewing of the literature of EIT. Understand the basic mathematical for-
mulation in EIT, including the forward problem, different image reconstruc-
tion algorithms in inverse problem especially the temporal TV algorithm.
And the reconstruction method for dynamical electromechanical process.
• Develop several forward modeling and image reconstruction code, and im-
prove lab skills which implement both simulation and experimental studies
for different applications of EIT.
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• Establishing the complex valued EIT modelling and the simulation studies.
• Establishing the dual-modality system, evaluating the performance of this
system and investigating the feasibility of this system in water dominated
three-phase distinguish by simulation and experiments.
• Implement laboratorial evaluation of EIT-based conductive fabric sensor
and learn the basic knowledge of deep learning which can be used for im-
provement of image quality.
1.4 Thesis organization
This thesis has been divided into eight chapters that allowed readers to gain a
better understanding of the project:
• Chapter 1: Introduction chapter regarding the background, objectives and
the thesis structure to guide the reader gaining a clear picture of this thesis.
• Chapter 2: Introduction of the earlier EIT history and its development.
Followed by the summarise of the evolution of EIT hardware systems de-
pending on their current source. And the EIT applications are briefly de-
scribed in the last section.
• Chapter 3: The basic theory of EIT is presented in this chapter. The most
commonly used EIT current patterns are studied. The mathematical set-up
of EIT and the boundary conditions are discussed. The FEM formulation is
studied for solving forward problem and two different methods of driving Ja-
cobian are introduced. Then, the inverse problem is illustrated where some
algorithms of image reconstructions are reviewed including LBP, Tikhonov,
SVD and ST-TV. Finally, the parameters for image quality are introduced.
• Chapter 4: A complex EIT with proper mathematical modelling is de-
veloped in this chapter. Complex admittance data for simultaneous recon-
struction of both conductivity and permittivity is studied. A new method of
deriving the complex-valued Jacobian matrix is created. The reconstruction
images for different conductivity, permittivity and frequency are simulated
and studied in three designed scenarios. Results show some good achieve-
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ment but also indicated the difficulties of permittivity reconstruction in all
cases.
• Chapter 5: A novel dual-modality including EIT and ultrasound trans-
mission tomography (UTT) for imaging three-phase material is presented
in this chapter. The concept is demonstrated using a simulation study and
then shown with experimental lab tests using the system combining a 32-
electrode EIT sensor array and a 32-transducer UTT sensor array. Five
different three-phase flow scenarios are established in the lab, and the re-
sults show successful distinguishably for all three phases. This work has
been published in [48].
• Chapter 6: A spatio-temporal based EIT imaging on a conductive fabric
for pressure mapping or touch sensing with the aid of deep learning for
denoising is developed in this chapter. Two set of dynamical experiments
are carried out, and the results demonstrated the successful outcome by a
combined deep learning with dynamical EIT imaging results in single and
multiple points of touch. This work has been published in [49].
• Chapter 7: Conclusion and future work of three main outcomes on com-
plex EIT, EIT dual-modality in three-phase material imaging and dynam-




EIT is an imaging technique that can show the conductivity or permittivity map
of an object. All measurements are taken from a number of electrodes set at
the boundary of the object as voltage values, while a certain current pattern is
injected into the object. The current flows through the object, and it changes
direction when meets inclusion which has different conductivity. EIT problems
include computational problems of image reconstruction, instrumentation, sen-
sors design, data interpretation and applications. A simplified block diagram of
an EIT system is shown in Figure 2-1, including a power resource to generate
current, a multiplexer for switching the current injector and voltmeter among the
different channels, a voltmeter for voltage measurement and a A/D for converting
to digital signal to PC.
Figure 2-1: EIT system block diagram
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2.1 Early medical EIT
In the 1980s, Electrical Impedance Tomography was known as a solution for in
vivo images since the resistivity of different human tissue is various, and also
called applied potential tomography [5]. During this period, researches around
EIT was mainly focused on the medical field. The first impedance camera was
built by RP Henderson and JG Webster in 1976, which produce a transmission
image of the thorax. They used a single electrode on the front of the thorax
and a 144 mutually guarding electrodes array on the back to produce 100 mea-
surements [50], [51]. Later on, a 16 electrodes system was built to produce a
tomographic image by Barber and Brown in 1987, it was a non-invasive system
and the electrodes could attach to the human body directly.
Figure 2-2: A 16 electrodes system used for gastric imaging [4]
An alternating current of 1mA at 50kHz was injecting to an adjacent pair of
electrodes while the potential measured at the remaining 13 pairs of electrodes
[4], [5]. At the same year, Brown and Seagar published the first EIT hardware
system called Sheffield data collection system [52]. It used 16 electrodes which
addressed by 4 multiplexers and a drive current of 5mA at 51 kHz. A complete
set data of 208 measurements collected in 79 ms.
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Figure 2-3: (a) Resistance image of a normal human forearm, darker indicated
higher resistivity, (b) Cross-section image of a normal human forearm at the same
level as in (a) [5].
Followed Barber and Brown, a large number of researches and studies on EIT
were carried out. On one area, the poor spatial resolution of the image was
been improve by development on the hardware design and computational image
reconstructions. Multi-frequency EIT and parameterizations were introduced
as a solution to increase the accuracy. Use a given set of measurements as a
reference for all other measurements under different frequencies [53]. In the image
reconstruction field, the back-projection[5], [54] and the sensitivity matrix are
the most popular approaches. Cheney and Woo published the Newton- Raphson
iterative method based on sensitivity matrix for solving the inverse problem in
1990 [55], [56]. Later on, Brown developed the Sheffield Mark 3 system, which can
apply multi-frequency between 9.6 kHz to 1.2 MHz, based on his own previous
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design [57].
Figure 2-4: UCLH Mark 2 system designed to monitor stroke [58]
On the other area, the applications of EIT were implement to biomedicine, such as
gastric function [59], [60], [61], pulmonary ventilation [62], [63], cardiac cycle [64],
[65], [66], breast cancer [67], [68] and so on. A good review on EIT published by
Boone in 1997 after three European Concerted Action programmes on Impedance
Tomography from 1986 to 1997 [69].
2.2 EIT hardware system
So far, there are numerous EIT system designs for either researching proposes or
commercial usage [70], [71]. They can be classified into two main types. The first
type is injecting current to a pair of electrodes at a time from one current source.
The second type uses multiple current sources, each current source is connected to
a designed electrode and current injection is simultaneous to multiple electrodes.
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2.2.1 Single current source systems
The first EIT system using a single current source was designed by Brown and
Seagar in 1987 called Sheffield Mark 1 [52]. The system uses 16 electrodes
which addressed through 4 multiplexers, a single operation frequency, one current
source. Furthermore, both real and imaginary components of the measured volt-
age can be recorded. Several version of Sheffield systems were developed following
Mark I, the latest Shellfield system Mark 3.5 uses only 8 electrodes with adjacent
drive-and-receive combinations. The system is capable of measuring data at 30
frequencies between 2 kHz and 1.6 MHz at 25 frames per second [72]. University
College London has been developing EIT systems for imaging the brain. The
UCLH Mark 2.5 can operate in a wide frequency band up to 256 kHZ and the
lowest frequency has been extended down to 20 Hz, as lower frequencies produce
larger changes during brain activity, the pictures of the systems are shown in
Figure 2-5 [73], [74], [75]. The other famous group who works on single current
source EIT systems is Kyung Hee University. A 16-channel EIT system KHU
Mark I was designed in 2007 [76]. The operational frequency expanded to be-
tween 10 Hz to 500 kHz. Later on, an updated version of KHU Mark II was
created. New features include flexible electrode configurations to accommodate
application-specific requirements, multiple independent current sources and volt-
meters for fully parallel operations,improved data acquisition speeds for faster
frame rates and compact mechanical design. Some of the experimental results in
this thesis were produced by this system [77]. Table 2.1 provides a brief summary
of these systems.
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Table 2.1: A summary of single current source EIT systems
System Time Electrodes Frequency Technique
Sheffield MK1 [52] 1987 16 51 kHz Analogue
Sheffield MK2 [78] 1990 16 20 kHz Digital
Sheffield MK3 [53] 1994 16 9.6 kHz - 1.2 MHz Analogue
Sheffield MK3.5 [72] 2001 8 2 kHz - 1.6 MHz Digital
UCLH Mark 1a [73] 1999 16 225 Hz - 65 kHz Digital
UCLH Mark 1b [74] 2002 up to 64 225 Hz - 77 kHz Digital
UCLH Mark 2.5 [75] 2006 up to 64 20 Hz - 256 kHz Digital
KHU Mark I [76] 2007 up to 64 10 Hz - 500 kHz Digital
KHU Mark II [77] 2011 up to 64 10 Hz - 1 MHz Digital
Figure 2-5: Photograph of the UCLH Mark 1b (left) [74] UCLH Mark 2.5 (right)
[75] systems
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2.2.2 Multiple current sources systems
Figure 2-6: Photograph of the OXBACT systems
The most well known multi-source EIT system in early stage was OXPACT-
II, it was built with voltage drivers and with measurement of both voltage and
current at each electrode [79]. To overcome the low data acquisition speed and
satisfy the need of clinical ’vivo study’, OXBACT-III was created two years later.
This system not only extended operational frequency, but also increased the
speed of data collection which can be used for real-time clinical monitoring and
measuremrnts [80]. The most recent Oxford system is OXBACT 5, as shown
in the top of Figure 2-6, which is based on 16 current sources and 64 voltage
measurements. They used FPGA (field programmable gate array) to reduce
the system size and in the meantime to provide a better solution [81]. The
Dartmouth group has been working on the breast imaging system, and their
latest instrument was the first EIT system to be reported that is capable of
imaging impedance distributions up to 10 MHz. The system is flexible allowing
for high speed data collection from a four-plane electrode array configuration
with 16 electrodes on each plane which can be used for providing 3D imaging
[82], [83]. Other similar EIT systems are summarized in Table 2.2 with all multi-
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source systems introduced above.
Table 2.2: A summary of multi-source EIT systems
System Time Electrodes Frequency Source
OXPACT II [79] 1992 32I+32V 9.6 kHz Constant voltage
OXBACT III [80] 1994 32I+32V 10 - 160 kHz Multi-voltage
OXBACT 5 [81] 2008 64 26 - 160 kHz Multi-current
Dartmouth [83] 2008 64 10 kHz - 12.5 MHz Voltage
ACT 3 [84] 1994 32 30 kHz Multi-current
ACT 4 [85] 2007 72 300 Hz - 1 MHz Multi-current/voltage
2.3 Further applications
The practical uses of EIT were most contributed to medical and clinical imaging in
early times since EIT can image or monitor processes involving the movement of
conductive fluids like blood and gases. Moreover, this modality is non-invasive,
low cost, radiation-free and portable with relatively high temporal resolution.
The book Clinical and Physiological Applications of Electrical Impedance To-
mography was published in 1993 which contains major researches and outcomes
in earlier EIT development [86]. More recent, medical EIT has also been actively
investigated for pathological examination of maligant tumors like prostate [87]
and breast cancer [88], [7], [8], nursing care of monitoring the bladder fullness
[89], detecting acute cerebral stoke [6], imaging fast neuronal processing in the
brain [90], etc..
In other fields, EIT also plays an important role, it has become a popular modal-
ity for nondestructive testing. In the process industry, EIT has been used for
visualizing flows inside the pipes to achieve cost efficiency production since the
conductivity is different for each phase [91], [11]. Similarly, reactor vessels can be
monitored using electrical tomography in chemical engineering [92]. Several civil
engineering applications and a number of research works have been reported such
as detecting leaks from buried pipes [93], [94] and brick walls dampness testing
[95], [96] as shown in Figure 2-7. Not like conventional EIT sensor, the sensor
used for such applications was designed to be a linear electrode array. For dis-
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tinguishing leaking pipes and intact pipes, [94] suggested the sensor array placed
perpendicular to the axis of the pipe, both laboratory and field simulation was
showing promising results. [93] was able to locate leak position down to 2 meters
depth while the sensor array placed on the surface along the pipe. Moreover, the
moisture inside walls was successfully imaged using EIT since the electrical resis-
tance increases as the moisture content decreases. It is important for protecting
and maintaining historical buildings with great architectural significance.
Figure 2-7: Dampness measurements of the wall using EIT [94]
Furthermore, sense of touch is a major part of human’s communication with their
environment, EIT as a pressure mapping system provides a low cost alternate
solution for artificial sensitive robotic skin. The measurements are taken from
the boundary of the conductive fabric and no needs of sensing elements inside
the area. [45] created a sensor which made of two layers that combines a highly
resistive conductive yarn on the top and a conductive sheet with low resistance
on the bottom. Yao and Soleimani developed a prototype of EIT based single
layer tactile fabric sensor in 2012. The experiments showed positive results of
locating pressure on electro-conductive knitted fabrics using EIT [13]. For more
precise applications, EIT integrated carbon nanotube (CNT) thin films was able
to visualize the structural defects and responded to various pH environments,




Tomography is imaging any cross-section through the use of any kind of pene-
trating wave; the method is used widely in lots areas of science. The basic aim of
tomography is to determine the distribution of materials in some region of inter-
est by obtaining a set of measurements using sensors that are mounted around
the periphery [98]. There are numbers of different types of tomography, Table
2.3 briefly summarised some common techniques and their source of data.
EIT as one of tomography modality which producing conductivity reconstruction
has its own advantages of being non-invasive, low capital cost, radiation-free and
portable. However, this modality does not have the capability to generate a high
resolution image to meet certain high accuracy requirements. In general, almost
all tomography modalities has both advantages and disadvantages, combining one
modality with another is hence expected to cover the weaknesses of each other,
also provides additional information that enhances a single system. Basically,
single modality can only provide one physical property distribution, such as EIT
is imaging conductivity and electrical capacitance tomography (ECT) is imaging
permittivity. Sometimes different material has the same response to the same
excitation, which leads to difficulties in identification. For example, in water-
oil-air three phase flow, air and gas are both non-conductive, they will not be
distinguished in an EIT image. Therefore, EIT combined with other tomography
systems has been proposed in different applications for various purposes.
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Depending on the purposes, dual-modality involved with EIT can be concluded
into two main categories: resolution improvement and complex inclusion imaging
in industrial or biological processes. Most image resolution improvements are
achieved by EIT combining with CT, for example to overcome the respiratory
artefacts in lung image. More recently, the combination of EIT and UT is pro-
posed to improve the speed and accuracy of image reconstruction. For inclusion
imaging, specified dual-modalities are proposed depending on different applica-
tions. In this section, dual-modalities are introduced and summarised according
to the tomography techniques.
2.4.1 EIT/ECT
Dual-modality, including EIT and ECT was first proposed by Technology Fore-
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sight Challenge (TFC) research project for process tomography. A robust, reli-
able, industrialised and commercial instrument M3000 that supports dual-modal
process tomography ERT and ECT was produced. Several experiments were car-
ried out to verified that the sub-systems (an ERT sensor with16 electrodes and
an ECT sensor with 12 electrodes) of this dual-modality could work contempora-
neously, and oil-water-gas three-phase distribution can be imaged by data fusion
[28]. Following, the system has been developed and been tested in the industrial-
scale multi-phase flow facility at TUV NEL (National Engineering Laboratory
Flow Measurement) [10]. The system is able to image oil-gas-water three-phase
flow within the water to liquid ratio range between 40% to 90%. The ERT and
ECT images were produced separately before applying to a pixel-by-pixel fusion
algorithm.
Figure 2-8: Visualisation of three-phase flow of 50% WLR in plug flow (left) and
annular flow (right) [10]
For medical application, ECT/ERT dual-modality was proposed to provide real-
time 3D images for revision total hip replacements (THRs) surgery in 2015. A
single-plane ECT/ERT dual modality sensor was used in this study, with the
prior knowledge, 2D cross-sectional images and 3D images of the femur and the
drilling/milling tool was obtained. They simplified 3D imaging process to only
estimate the cross-sectional position of the femoral bone and the drilling/milling




The EIT and Cone beam CT (CBCT) dual-modality of taking advantage of high
temporal resolution of EIT and high spatial resolution of CBCT was proposed
for lung image by Pengpan in 2010. As conventional medical diagnostic imag-
ing, CBCT suffers from the respiratory artefacts, which makes the treatment
planning inaccurate in lung cancer therapy. The simulation results successfully
showed that the motion information extracted from EIT images can be used to
compensate for the motion in CBCT images through their iterative image re-
construction for CBCT [100]. Further,a motion-compensated conjugate gradient
least squares (CGLS) algorithm for CBCT was developed, they used the motion
signal extracted from EIT images to compensate in CBCT image reconstruction
which significantly reduced the motion artefacts in Figure 2-9 [101].
Figure 2-9: Simulation result of CBCT Images (a)no motion applied (b)60 mm
peak-to-peak sinusoidal motion applied (c)motion compensation applied using
true motion signal (d) motion compensation applied using motion signal extracted
from EIT images [101]
In [102], Chen proposed an image fusion method to incorporate the EIT image
with a CT slice. Experimental results verified that the proposed fusion method
is feasible and the area where impedance changes exactly happene at the lungs
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structural position. Later on, [103] demonstrated an EIT/CT fusion results using
a biological Phantom with an improvement of detectability by 67% and struc-
tural similarity by 26%. To improve the potential utility of functional lung image
in clinical applications, structural-functional lung imaging using a combined CT-
EIT was proposed in 2016. A ‘patient specific EIT imaging’ superimposed with
CT data to improve readability as shown in Figure 2-10 for clinicians using dis-
crete cosine transformation reconstruction method was presented [104].
Figure 2-10: Superposition of changes in conductivity distribution (EIT images)
and CT images in a patient with emphysema in the ventral lungs (left) and
atelectasis in dorsal lungs (right) [104]
2.4.3 EIT/Ultrasound
The idea of EIT integrated with ultrasound was first proposed in [33], with the
aid of ultrasound reflection signal measurement, the boundary reconstruction of
the inclusion will be much sharper, the resolution of EIT images had been im-
proved. Hence, this dual-modality revealed its potential in detecting small object
such as breast tumours since the EIT is impedance-sensitive and ultrasound is
boundary-sensitive [105], [106]. After that, a hybrid ultrasound ERT reconstruc-
tion method was developed in [107], which was using the result of ultrasound
reflection tomography (URT) as a constrained term in ERT inverse problem.
The results provided a significant enhancement in terms of spatial resolution
and small lesions detection in simulation studies. Another approach of using ul-
trasound reflection results as a prior information to build non-uniform elements
mesh in EIT reconstruction was proposed in [108], experimental results showed
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an improvement in reducing spatial resolution from 3.9% to 2.4% for both linear
and Newton-Raphson reconstruction methods.
More recently, Liang proposed a shape-based EIT and URT dual-modality imag-
ing method, where some accurate boundaries information about the inclusions
detected from URT are used to improve the speed and accuracy of EIT image
reconstruction [109]. Soon, they developed a new dual-modality image recon-
struction method, which background distribution determined by URT and UTT
(ultrasound transmission tomography) is used as a hard constraint added into the
EIT inverse problem through an equality constraint equation [110]. Both simula-
tion and experimental results presented a better reconstruction performance with
clearer targets edges and fewer artefacts in the background as shown in Figure
2-11.
Figure 2-11: 5 experimental results using different reconstruction methods, UEIT
is the proposed dual-modality method in [110]
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In process tomography, [111] presented a simulation study using dual-modality
of ERT and UTT to detect bubbles, they revealed possibilities of visualization
bubble with a minimum radius of 5 mm located at the center of the acrylic vessel.
And [35] proposed a method of combining ultrasonic transducer and electrical
sensor to measure oil-water two phase flow. Based on the Doppler effect, the
flow velocity is determined by ultrasonic transducers while the phase fraction is




3.1 EIT data collection
In EIT, electrodes are attached on the boundary/surface of an object. In gen-
eral, the conductivity is not directly measurable, but it can be calculated from
boundary voltage measurements. For the same object, different current injection
patterns give different voltage measurements. In general, they can be divided
into two groups: optimal patterns and bipolar patterns [112]. Optimal patterns
require more than one current sources that are simultaneously used for current
injection to all electrodes while potential measurements are taken at all electrodes
as well. It can produce better image reconstructions but also requires as many
independent current sources as electrodes, which means more cost and complex
instrument requirement. Bipolar patterns use only one current source and one
independent current injector which is more practical in hardware built, injects to
a single pair of electrodes at a time while the voltage measurements are taken at
all other electrodes pairs. There are many ways to inject current. Three main
methods are discussed below.
3.1.1 Adjacent method
The adjacent method is the most common injection patterns in EIT, it also called
the neighboring method. In a 16-electrode EIT system, the first current injection
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is applied to electrodes 1 and 2, while the voltage measurements are taken between
electrodes 3 and 4, 4 and 5, and so on, but not in pair of electrodes 2 and 3, 16
and 1, like shown in Figure 3-1 (a) below. The second current injection is applied
to adjacent electrodes 2 and 3. Moreover, the voltages are measured from the
rest of 14 electrodes. Therefore, each current injection can give 13 different
voltage measurements. The process is repeated until the current injected to all
16 adjacent electrodes, which will produce 16 x 13 = 208 measurements; only 104
are independent measurements.
Figure 3-1: Adjacent current pattern (a) first injection (b) second injection [113]
In this method, the current density is highest between the injecting electrodes,
and decreases rapidly as a function of distance. As a result, the sensitivity of
conductivity is higher near to the boundary than the centre. The Figure 3-2
shows the simulation voltage measurements in one scan cycle.
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Figure 3-2: Voltage measurements simulation of the Adjacent current pattern
3.1.2 Opposite method
This opposite current method is commonly used in Brain EIT. The current applies
to the electrodes that are 180 degree apart, while the voltage differences are
measured on the remaining electrodes.
Figure 3-3: Opposite current pattern (a) first injection (b) second injection [113]
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Figure 3-4: Voltage measurements simulation of the Opposite current pattern
In the first current injection of opposite method in a 16 electrodes EIT system,
the current applies to electrodes 1 and 9 and the voltage differences are measured
between all rest electrodes 2 and 3, 2 and 4 until 2 and 16, which gives 13 voltage
measurements. The second injection through electrodes 2 and 10, and the same
as the first injection, the voltage measured between electrode 3 and the rest.
The whole process will finish when all 16 pairs of electrodes have been injected.
Therefore in this method, 208 measurements will be provided after one complete
scan, but only half of them are independent since the injection in electrodes 1,
9 gives the same measurements as the injection in electrodes 9, 1. Compare to
the adjacent method, the opposite method produces less data but can provide
a better distribution of the sensitivity in the centre of the object as the current
travels through the object.
3.1.3 Cross method
This method is rarely used in EIT. The electrodes are selected as current and
voltage references. The first injection applies to electrodes 16 and 2 as shown in
the figure 3.11 below, which the electrode 16 is the current reference electrode,
while the electrode 1 as the reference electrode to take voltage differences against
the rest of 13 electrodes. And then the current injects to electrodes 16 and 4,
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the voltage differences are measured as before. This should repeat for current
injection between electrodes 16 and 6, 16 and 8, 16 and 10, 16 and 12, 16 and 14.
Therefore the entire scan produces 7x13 = 91 measurements.
Figure 3-5: Cross current pattern (a) first injection (b) second injection [113]
Then, measurement is repeated with electrodes 3 and 2 as current and voltage
reference respectively. The procedure is just repeated by connecting the positive
current source to electrode 5, 7, 9, 11...1. Therefore another set of 91 measure-
ments is made to make the total measurements 182. However, only 104 data sets
are independent of each other.[114]
3.2 Forward problem
In general, there are two main problems in EIT image reconstruction, the Forward
problem and the Inverse problem. The forward problem is to determine voltage
distribution when the excitation current and conductivity are given under certain
boundary conditions. Then the relationship between changes of voltages and
changes of conductivity can be determined, which is the system matrix. Using
the system matrix, the current applied and the measured voltage at the boundary
to determine the real conductivity of the object is the Inverse problem.
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3.2.1 Mathematical set-up of EIT and the boundary con-
ditions
The problem of determining the voltage distribution of a known domain by apply-
ing a current and a specific conductivity is called Forward problem. The phys-
ical description of the propagation of the currents inside a known domain can
be obtained from Maxwell’s equations [115]. The Gauss’s Law (first Maxwell’s
equation) states that:
∇ · E = ρ
ε0
(3.1)
where E is the electric field, ρ is the electric charge density and the ε0 is the per-
mittivity of free space. Hence, the Faraday’s Law of induction (second Maxwell’s
equation) states that the voltage accumulated around a closed circuit is propor-
tional to the time rate of change of the magnetic flux it encloses,
∇× E = −∂B
∂t
(3.2)
where B is the magnetic flux. Finally the Coulomb’s law (fourth Maxwell’s
equation) shows that the currents and changes in electric fields are proportional
to the magnetic field circulating about the area they pierce,
∇×H = J + ∂D
∂t
(3.3)
where H is the magnetic field, J is the electric current density and D is the electric
displacement. The current density J is the sum of conduction current and source
current, J = Jc + Js, where Jc = σE and the Js is typically zero because of the
quasi-static approximation in EIT. Therefore the fourth Maxwell’s equation can
be rearranged as:
∇×H = (σE) + ∂(εE)
∂t
(3.4)
The electric field E is a complex vector function of space can written asRe(E(x)eiωt).
Furthermore, if the current is sinusoidal (time harmonic), E can be simplified as
Eeiωt. Then the previous equation now is:
∇×H = (σE) + εiωE (3.5)
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∇×H = (σ + iωε)E (3.6)
If the divergence of both sides is applied, then:
0 = ∇ · ((σ + iωε)E) (3.7)
Since γ = σ + iωε, the equation can be written as:
0 = ∇ · (γE) (3.8)
and E = −∇u, where u is the scalar potential. Finally, the electric voltage
(potential) in a given boundary conductivity in EIT is:
∇ · (γ∇u) = 0 (3.9)
To solve an EIT problem, appropriate boundary conditions need to be enforced.
Because the current injection and voltage measurements are all performed in
the electrodes. This is where the Complete Electrode Model (CEM) should be
introduced, which considers both the shunting effect of the electrodes and the
contact impedance [116], [117]. The equation above describes the electric field
inside of the domain Ω, the Neumann Boundary Condition describes how the
voltages on the electrodes measured (Equation 3.11) and the Dirichlet Boundary
condition describes the injected currents I1 (Equation 3.12). Moreover, there is
no current flow on the non-electrodes boundary (Equation 3.13). All of them can
be expressed as:

















In order to make sure the existence and the uniqueness of the solution, two more
conditions are applied:
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i the law of the conservation of the charge:
∑L
l=1 Il = 0
ii define a reference point:
∑L
l=1 vl = 0
3.2.2 The Finite Element Method
The Finite Element Method is a numerical technique for solving practical differ-
ential equations [118], finite element meshing is utilized to discrete the domain
and to calculate the voltage as a forward solver [119]. In EIT, the domain Ω is
discretized into small triangular elements. The electric potential is expressed as
a linear combination of nodal basis functions, the support of each nodal basis
function is limited to the elements sharing a common node i. And we assume






where wi is the nodal basis functions, ui is the nodal value assumed by the solution
and the N is the number of the nodes. Since the nodal basis function is not
differentiable equation (3.9) cannot be satisfied directly. Instead the weak form
of the equation can be derived by multiplying some function v and integrating
over Ω. ∫
Ω
v∇ · (γ∇u)dV = 0 inΩ (3.15)
Using Green’s second identity and vector identity ∇ · (ψA) = A · ∇ψ + ψ∇ · A
the equation above can be derived to:∫
Ω
∇ · (vγ∇u)dV −
∫
Ω








∇ · (vγ∇u)dV =
∫
∂Ω
vγ∇u · n̂dS (3.17)
and ∫
Ω
γ∇u · ∇vdV =
∫
∂Ω
γ∇u · n̂vdS =
∫
Γ




lEl is the union of the electrodes and the current density is zero off
the electrodes.
The boundary condition mentioned in last section (equation 3.11) can be rear-
ranged to: γ∇u · n̂ = 1
Zl
(Vl − u), therefore,
∫
Ω







(Vl − u)vdS (3.19)
∫
Ω














uvdS = 0 (3.20)
The basis functions v and the test function to approximate potentials for each i
in the finite element method are suggested to be the same, v =
∑N
i=0 uiwi. Then



































































∣∣El∣∣ is the area(3D) or length(2D) of the lth eletrode.







































The complete matrix of partial derivatives of voltages with respected admittance
parameters is the Jacobian matrix, sometimes called the sensitivity matrix. Jaco-
bian matrix is widely used for solving optimization problems, and introduced in
various algorithms. Two methods of driving the Jacobian matrix are introduced
here.
Reciprocity theorem
The domain Ω in Figure 3-6, where a current Iφ flows into the region Ω with
admittivity γ at point A and leaves at point B. Inside the region, the current Iφ
leads to a potential distribution Vφ. And voltage measured between points C and
D. Hence, the voltage UAB is measured between points A, B due to the current
Iψ. Thus, the potential distribution will be Vψ. When current apply to point C,
D, the potential distribution Vψ will be different to Vφ [120].
Figure 3-6: (a) Current apply to point AB (b) Current apply to point CD
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Ohm’s Law states that,
J = −γ∇Vφ (3.28)
where J is the current density of the domain.
Multiplication of Equation 3.28 with Vψ and integrating the resulting equation











∇ · (Vψγ∇Vφ)dΩ (3.30)
And using Green’s second identity and vector identity ∇·(ψA) = A ·∇ψ+ψ∇·A,
the equation 3.30 can be derived to∫
Ω
∇ · (Vψγ∇Vφ)dΩ =
∫
Ω
γ∇Vψ · ∇VφdΩ +
∫
Ω
Vψ∇ · γ(∇Vφ)dΩ (3.31)









γ∇Vφ · ∇VψdΩ (3.33)
And it can be determined immediately if Iφ = Iψ = I, then:





γ∇Vψ · ∇VφdΩ (3.34)










∇V iψ · ∇V iφdΩ (3.35)




φ are the potential distribu-
tions in the finite element i. Generated duo to acting a current I on the point AB









∇Vφ(γ)i · ∇Vψ(γ)idΩ (3.36)
Perturbation theorem
A common Jacobian calculation is perturbation method, [121] and [122] described
derivation of Jacobian based on perturbations in power. We take perturbations
admittivity γ to γ + δγ, potential u to u + δu and measurement voltage Vl to
Vl + δVl, with the current in each electrode Il remained constant. Therefore, the







The detail of the calculation is given for the complete electrode model case in
[117].







∇u(Id) · ∇u(Im)dV (3.38)
where u(Id) is the potential for dth drive pattern and u(Im) is the assumed mea-
surement potential.
3.3 Inverse problem
The inverse problem, which also is the image reconstruction problem. Determin-
ing conductivity distribution use measured boundary data. To solve the inverse
problem, the matrix described the mapping between boundary data distribution
and the conductivity changes distribution in the interior is required, which is the
Jacobian J . If distribution of admittance change ∂γ expressed as x (a vector
x ∈ CN), and voltage change ∂V as b (a vector b ∈ CM),the problem becomes to
:
Ax = b (3.39)
where A is the Jacobian (a matrix A ∈ CM×N) and we want to find x. In real
case, the noise in images is unavoidable, it may come from data collection, image
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formation process and so on. The standard approach for estimate true admittance
distribution in noise J∆γ + noise = ∆V is given by least squares solutions to
minimizes the difference between Ax and b. Residual error is minimized in order
to make the solution to be closed to the true case.
x = argminx‖Ax− b‖2 (3.40)
However, the solution is not unique since the number of unknown variables N
(the number of pixels) is much larger than the number of measurements M .
Secondly, the small perturbation in measurement voltage data could be amplified
so much, the solution is useless. So in practice EIT inverse problem is ill-posed.
A common approach to solve ill-posed inverse problem is regularization, many
algorithms have been used to approach the real admittance distribution.
3.3.1 Linear back-projection (LBP)
The linear back-projection [123] was a popular method in early medical EIT, in
eqution 3.39, x can be solved directly by:
x = A−1b (3.41)
However, the inverse of Jacobian does not exist. The most direct and simple way
to solve it is to replace J−1 with JT (the transpose of Jacobian J), thus, giving
the approximated solution:
x̂ = AT b (3.42)




uλ = [1, 1, ..., 1] (3.43)
where uλ is an identity vector. [124] Mathematically, the LBP algorithm is not
accurate to provide a solution for the ill-posed problem, but a qualitative result
can be yielded to obtain general view about the conductivity distribution. With




Tiknonov regularization is used for solving ill-posed inverse problem by implant-
ing additional information, a penalty function is introduced for optimisation.
[125] In this thesis, image reconstruction which does not involve dynamical move-
ment is contributed by Tiknonov regularization. A general form of Tikhonov
regularization can be written as:
x = argminx‖J∆γ −∆V ‖2 + ‖Γ∆γ‖2 (3.44)
where Γ is called the Tikhonov matrix, normally chosen as identity matrix in the
most cases. In other cases, high pass operators may be used to enforce smoothness
if the underlying vector is believed to be mostly continuous. This regularization
improves the conditioning of the problem, thus enabling a numerical solution.
An explicit solution, denoted by ∆γ, is given by:
∆γ = (JTJ + ΓTΓ)−1JT∆V (3.45)
For Γ = I, ΓT = α2, the equation can be rewritten as:
∆γ = (JTJ + α2I)−1JT∆V (3.46)
where α2 is the regularization parameter dependent on the noise level and I is
the identity matrix.
3.3.3 Singular value decomposition
The singular value decomposition (SVD) is the generalization of the eigendecom-
position of a positive semidefinite normal matrix to any m×n matrix. It provides
a means to obtain the solution of equation 3.39 directly, A can be decomposed
as:
A = UΣV ∗ (3.47)
where U = [u1, u2, ..., uM ], is an M×M orthogonal matrix, ui are the eignvectors
of AA∗; V = [v1, v2, ..., vN ] is an N×N orthogonal matrix, vi are the eigenvectors
of A∗A and Σ is the diagonal matrix of singular values padded with zero to make
an M ×N matrix.
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Once the SVD is known ,the solution of equation 3.39 can be written as: [126]
x̂ = V Σ−1U∗b (3.48)
3.3.4 Total variation
The total variation (TV) regularization method has been very attractive since it
was first introduced in [127],it shows a good contribution to image quality and
noise removal. Since the TV measures the total amplitude of the oscillations of
a function, the regularization term or L1-norm (sum of absolute values) in EIT
imaging is defined as [128] :
GTV (∆γ) = ‖∇∆γ‖1 (3.49)
The regularization functional in a form of bounded variation (BV) also includes
discontinuous functions, which makes the TV popular for the regularization non-
smooth cases. Different approaches have been proposed for application of TV
to EIT, a good review [129] was published which includes the comparison of TV
algorithms based on primal and dual interior point method (PDIPM), the split
Bregman (SB) method and linearised alternating direction method of multipliers
(LADMM).
Spatiotemporal total variation(ST-TV)
A spatiotemporal total variation algorithm based on the Split Bregman method
[130] has been successfully applied for imaging moving object in ERT [131], [132].
As in dynamic EIT, consecutively images are expected to show a strong corre-
lation, where spatial and temporal gradient domains are involved based on the
total variation [133]. In this thesis, a movie like reconstruction images in Chapter
6 was produced using ST-TV.
The spatiotemporal total variation problem can be expressed as:
argmin
∆σ
||∇x,y∆σ||1 + ||∇t∆σ||1 s.t.||Ã∆σ −∆u||22 ≤ δ (3.50)
where two terms of the function represent spatial and temporal behaviour, and
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where ∆σ represents a 3D (x, y, t) conductivity distribution and Ã is an aug-
mented Jacobain operating on an act in a frame-by-frame basis.
This constrained problem can be converted to an unconstrained problem by in-
troducing a penalty function [130].
∆σk+1 = min
∆σ




D(∆σ,∆σk) = ∇∆σ −∇∆σk− < pk,∆σ −∆σk > (3.52)
where µ is a penalty weighting parameter in 3.51, D(∆σ,∆σk) is the Bregman
distance between optimal conductivity difference ∆σ and ∆σk, pk is the sub
gradient at k in 3.52, and in each iteration:
pk+1 = pk − λÃT (Ã∆σk+1 −∆u) (3.53)
Since Ã is linear, this complicated iteration constraint is equivalent to the sim-
plified form:
∆uk+1 = ∆uk − Ã∆σk+1 + ∆u (3.54)
Secondly, we can expand the Split Bregman formulation to both spatial and
temporal domains by introducing the new complex-valued variables dx, dy, and








s.t di = ∇i∆σ i = x, y, t
(3.55)
Then this constrained problem can be converted to an unconstrained form based
on Bregman iterations [130] using penalty functions with properly valued bk.
min
dx,dy ,dt,∆σ







||dkx −∇x∆σ − bkx||22 +
λ
2
||dky −∇y∆σ − bky||22 +
λ
2
||dkt −∇t∆σ − bkt ||22
(3.56)
where λ is a constant penalty weighting parameter for the TV constraints. To
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solve this minimization problem, we can apply generalized split Bregman which












||dky −∇y∆σ − bky||22 +
λ
2


















||dkt −∇t∆σk+1 − bkt ||22 (3.59)
In each iteration, new valued ∆σk and dki are used to define a new problem, and
constraints are imposed in each iteration:
∆uk+1 = ∆uk − Ã∆σk+1 + ∆u (3.60)
bk+1i = b
k
i − dk+1i +∇i∆σk+1 (3.61)
Further, splitting variables di can be solved using generalized shrink-age formulas
[134], [135]:









|∇x∆σk+1 + bkx|2 + |∇y∆σk+1 + bky|2 (3.64)
3.4 Image quality
It is important to evaluate the performance of reconstructed EIT images. A lot
of reconstruction approaches have not been widely used because there was no
criteria for judging the results on which approaches were best. To address this




AR measures the ratio of image pixel amplitudes in the target to that in the
reconstructed images. It should be constant for any target and considered as the








where Vt is the volume of the target in the electrode plane. ∆σ = σt − σr, σt is
the conductivity of target and σr is the reference conductivity.
Position error (PE)
PE describes whether reconstructed images faithfully represent the position of
the target. The PE is defined by:
PE = rt − rq (3.66)
where rt is the distance from medium centre to CoG(centre of gravity) of the true
target, and rq is the distance from medium centre to CoG of the target which has
one-fourth of the maximum amplitude. Therefore, PE is desired to be as small
as possible.
Resolution (RES)
RES is defined as the radius ratio of the target and the medium, it is expected






where Aq and A0 are the areas of one-fourth amplitude target and the entire
reconstructed medium in pixels.
Shape deformation (SD)
SD represents the difference between reconstructed image shape and the true
shape. Typically, the reconstruction algorithm will create circular images of
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targets. SD calculates the fraction of the reconstructed one-fourth amplitude








where C is a circle centred at the CoG of one-fourth amplitude set with an
equivalent area.
3.5 Conclusion
The basic EIT principles are discussed in this chapter. Different current pat-
terns are reviewed first and followed by the forward problem including the math-
ematical set up of EIT, the finite element method and Jacobian calculations.
Moreover, the inverse problem of EIT is illustrated, where some algorithms for
image reconstructions are reviewed especially the spatiotemporal total variation.






In previous complex EIT research, people were focusing on the medical field as
the biological tissue has different relative permittivity and also it is a frequency
depended property. However, in other filed, EIT is normally ERT which is the
resitivity been image using the real part of the voltage measurement, the per-
mittivity of the object is not considered. In my work, I want to investigate the
ability of the complex EIT system in imaging the conductivity and the permit-
tivity distribution simultaneously, and to see the effect in reconstruction images
of the three main properties: conductivity, relative permittivity and excitation
frequency.
In previous complex study proposed by Yang [19], the derivation of Jacobian
was wrong, since the contribution of imaginary part was not only the relative
permittivity, but also the angular frequency. Also, the images they produced was
not using the complex Jacobian, instead, they were using the EIDORS default
one. And in the most recent research [18], simulation samples they selected were
in different conductivity and relative permittivity at the same time, which lead
to confusion of effect in the reconstruction images.
Hence, as introduced in Chapter 2.4, most ECT/ERC dual-modalities are re-
quired two independent sensing systems mounted in the same cross-section and
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intended to obtain conductivity and permittivity distribution for the same cross-
section. Instead of dual-modality, complex EIT which contains both resistive
and capacitive impedance has the potential to determine conductivity and per-
mittivity distribution using only one measuring system. This Chapter presents
an in depth and systematic analysis of complex admittance data for simultaneous
reconstruction of both conductivity and permittivity. A complex-valued forward
model, Jacobian matrix and inverse solution are developed in the adjacent current
excitation mode. The effects of different conductivity, realtive permittivity and
frequency in reconstruction images are studied. Hence, a real life case simulation
is established to test the ability of this complex EIT system. The work flow of
this chapter conducted by myself can be expressed in the Figure 4-1.
Figure 4-1: The work flow of the complex EIT
4.2 Method
The same as normal EIT algorithm approach introduced in Chapter 3, complex
EIT reconstruction focuses on the relationship between the complex admittivity
and the complex voltage measurements. The fundamental mathematical mod-
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elling is based on previous study [19], but the derivation of the complex Jacobian
in this study has been corrected and improved. As in his work, the permittivity




. And there were three equations that were related to the imaginary
part of voltage changes, the combination of the Jacobian matrix is inconsistent
with the equations. Therefore, a clear and complete complex mathematical mod-
elling is presented here.
The electrical impedance is the inverse of admittance γ , and it measures the
ratio between the electric field and the electric current at location x ∈ Ω.
γ(x) = σ(x) + iωε(x) (4.1)
σ(x) and ε(x) are the conductivity and permittivity. For an object occupy a
two-dimensional region Ω with its boundary ∂Ω, electrodes el, l = 1, 2, 3, . . . , L
on the boundary. A current I with an angular frequency ω is applied to an ad-
jacent electrodes pair, by calculating the divergence of both sides of the Maxwell
equations, the equation 3.9 from last Chapter can be written as:
∇ · ((σ + iωε)∇û) = 0 (4.2)
where û is complex electric potential.
To solve forward problem and Jacobian in complex EIT are the same as conven-
tional EIT which introduced in chapter 3, but complex valued electric potential
are considered instead of the scalar potential in this chapter. EIT imaging is gen-
erally a time-difference based method, which means that the difference between
two measurements at different time is used to calculate the change in conductivity
and permittivity distribution. Therefore, the inverse problem can be expressed
as:
Jcomplex(∆γcomplex) = ∆Vcomplex (4.3)
which is:
Jcomplex(∆σ + iω∆ε) = ∆VR + i∆VI (4.4)
If σ and VR are the real parts of the admittivity and the voltage, respectively,
while ε and VI are the imaginary parts, the complex voltage measurements are
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formed by:
JRσ∆σ + JRωε∆ε = ∆VR
JIσ∆σ + JIωε∆ε = ∆VI
(4.5)













The Jacobian which corresponds to the effect of perturbations in the conductivity





And the Jacobian corresponding to the effect of the permittivity perturbations














Then the standard Tikhonov regularization algorithm is adopted to solve this






















where α is the regularization parameter and L is the regularization matrix.
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4.3 Simulation of the complex measurements
EIDORS (http://eidors3d.sourceforge.net/) is a software algorithm for image re-
construction of EIT based on MATLAB. It provides sets of code which can be
used directly to produce reconstruction images and it is a open resource for EIT
research. As a time difference imaging method, EIT needs two sets of measure-
ment: a background scenarios with conductivity and relative permittivity set as
σ = 1S/m and ε = 80 as a reference to simulate the water, and a sample scenario
which inclusions with different properties are added. To obtain an accurate EIT
model for my work, a uniform dense mesh of 1024 elements is created using EI-
DORS for the forward model, and the value of each element is set to be σ+iωε0ε,
after solving the forward problem, the complex valued voltage measurement Vh
can be calculated for the background. And then, to obtain the true complex
Jacobian matrix, the perturbation method is used based on Equation 4.7 to 4.10:
perturbing all 1024 elements with σ + ∆σ or ε + ∆ε, the detail has explained
following:
i After the background Vh been determined, the value of all 1024 elements
are ready to perturb, and set to be (σ + ∆σ) + iωε0ε. Which is increasing
the conductivity of all elements by ∆σ
ii Solving the new forward problem to get the new complex valued voltage
measurement Vi for after perturbation.
iii Using the real part of changes of Vi and Vh, divided by ∆σ to get the JRσ
as in Equation 4.7: JRσ =
∆VR
∆σ
, where ∆VR = real(Vi − Vh).
iv Using the imaginary part of changes of Vi and Vh, divided by ∆σ to get the
JIσ as in Equation 4.9: JIσ =
∆VI
∆σ
, where ∆VI = imaginary(Vi − Vh).
The derivations of rest components JRωε and JIωε in the complex valued Jacobian
matrix are the same as above, just change the perturbation to permittivity, the
complete code can be seen in Appendix B.
And the real and imaginary voltage measurements of background are plotted in
Figure 4-2.
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(a) Real part of the Voltage
(b) Imaginary part of the Voltage
Figure 4-2: Voltage measurements of the background
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Three cases are designed as in Table 4.1 to compare the conductivity and per-
mittivity reconstruction. The radius of the circular phantom is normalised to 1.
In case 1, a white circular inclusion of 0.2 radius added at the coordinate (0.5,
0), the conductivity set to be 0.00001S/m and the relative permittivity keeps
the same as the background. In case 2, a black circular inclusion of 0.2 radius
added at the coordinate (-0.5, 0) and the relative permittivity set to be 1 while
the conductivity is the same as background. In case 3, inclusions in case 1 and 2
are added at the same coordinate simultaneously.
Background Case 1
Case 2 Case 3
Table 4.1: Three cases of different electric properties and positions for simula-
tions.
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The excitation frequency is set as 100kHz, Jacobian is calculated using proposed
method in last section, therefore, the size of complex Jacobian is [416 × 2048].
And in the inverse problem, the conductivity reconstruction is solved using the
real part of the voltage measurement changes and correspondingly the permit-
tivity reconstruction is using the imaginary part. The reconstruction images of





Table 4.2: Image reconstruction for conductivity changes and permittivity
changes using complex Jacobian
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Discussion
For case 1, the conductivity change is plotted using the real part of voltage
measurement changes, the non-conductive inclusion is imaged as expected and
blue indicates the conductivity of the inclusion is lower than the background. In
permittivity reconstruction image, there are still a small circle in the corrected
position of the inclusion. However, in theory, the permittivity reconstruction
image should not show anything since the permittivity of the inclusion does not
change, it is the same as the background, which can be found that the conductiv-
ity changes do affect the imaginary part of voltage measurement. In this case, the
conductivity changes can be determined by ∆VR = JRσ∆σ and the permittivity
changes is obtained by ∆VI = JIσ∆σ from equation 4.5.
For case 2, the conductivity changes should not be imaged theoretically since
the conductivity of the inclusion does not change. However, the conductivity
reconstruction image still show the inclusion in red which indicates that the
relative permittivity does affect the real part of the voltage changes as in equation
4.5 ∆VR = JRωε∆ε. And for the permittivity reconstruction image, the inclusion
is plotted in blue as the permittivity is lower than the background which consists
with the true case.
In case 3, only the inclusion with changing conductivity is imaged for both con-
ductivity and permittivity distribution. I think the reason for that is the permit-
tivity changes are too small to be taken account in as the ε0 = 8.85× 10−12F/m.
Thus the equations 4.5 are dominated by the ∆σ for both real and imaginary
parts of voltage changes and only the inclusion with changing conductivity can
be imaged.
4.3.1 The effect of conductivity change
To further analysis the effect of conductivity of inclusions to complex EIT image
reconstruction, the physical setup for case 1 and 3 are selected. The white in-
clusion’s conductivity is increasing from 0.00001S/m to 1000S/m while all other
properties including the relative permittivity and the excitation frequency stay
the same. The reconstruction images for Case 1 and 3 are shown in Table 4.3














Table 4.4: Image reconstruction for Case 3 with changing conductivity
Discussion
The results of the changing conductivity are the same as expected for all recon-
structed images in Case 1, the inclusion shows in red when the conductivity is
bigger than the background. Again, the permittivity images obtained from the
imaginary part of the voltage change showed some conductivity information as
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JIσ∆σ + JIωε∆ε = ∆VI , where the ∆ε = 0.
For Case 3, only one inclusion can be seen in the conductivity reconstruction
images for all conductance since the permittivity is too small, the real part of
voltage change is dominated by JRσ∆σ. Also the permittivity reconstruction
images obtained from ∆VI are dominated by JIσ∆σ as well.
4.3.2 The effect of permittivity change
The same multi-conductivity approach, to further analysis the effect of relative
permittivity of inclusions to complex EIT image reconstruction, case 2 and 3 are
selected. The black inclusion’s relative permittivity is increasing from 1 to 80000
since the relative permittivity of the calcium copper titanate can reach to 250000
in real life case [137]. And all other properties including the conductivity and the
excitation frequency stay the same. The reconstruction images for Case 2 and 3














Table 4.6: Image reconstruction for Case 3 with changing permittivity
Discussion
The color reflection in reconstruction images of the permittivity changes are cor-
rect as expected for case 2. The reconstructed images of the conductivity changes
shows the right position of the inclusion, but the color is not making any sense
and the size of the inclusion is bigger when ε = 800 and 8000. For case 3, the
permittivity changes start to show both inclusion when the relative permittiv-
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ity starts increasing. Which means the contrast of JIσ∆σ and JIωε∆ε is getting
smaller. When ε = 80000, the inclusion with changing permittivity becomes
dominated and the inclusion with different conductivity fades out in the image.
From this we can see that the permittivity reconstruction can image the con-
ductivity and the permittivity change simultaneously when the absolute value
of JIσ∆ and JIωε∆ε is balanced. On the other hand, the reconstructed images
of conductivity changes show the inclusion with different conductivity in blue at
right position as expected without any effect from the other inclusion.
4.3.3 The effect of frequency change
Since the permittivity changes are highly connected with frequency, the imaginary
part of the voltage measurements are not effected by the relative permittivity only,
but also the frequency. To further analysis the effect of the excitation frequency to
complex EIT image reconstruction, all three cases are selected. The setting of all
properties are the same as in Table 4.1, but the excitation frequency is increasing.
























Table 4.9: Image reconstruction for Case 3 with different excitation frequency
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Discussion
In case 1, the inclusion with different conductivity does not affect by the frequency
since it is not a bio-sample. Therefore, all reconstruction images should be the
same for any excitation frequency. In case 2, the permittivity reconstruction
images are showing the right position of the inclusion in blue in all frequencies,
and the conductivity reconstruction images are showing the consistent behavior
as in Table 4.5 when ε = 1. Finally in case 3, the conductivity reconstruction
image can only shows the inclusion with changing conductivity, which indicates
that the contrast between JRσ∆σ and JRωε∆ε is still big. At the same time, in the
permittivity reconstruction image, the ∆VI is still dominated by JIσ∆σ and only
the inclusion with changing conductivity is shown. Therefore, we can assume that
when the contrast between JRσ∆σ and JRωε∆ε becomes small, which means the
frequency is high enough, the reconstruction image will show both inclusions. But
technically, any excitation frequency above 10MHz will not be considered as a
EIT problem anymore, the higher frequency simulation will not be necessary. And
another interesting observation is that the inclusion with changed conductivity
in permittivity reconstruction images of Case 1 and 3 are getting clearer when
the frequency is increasing.
4.3.4 Simulation for three-phase material
To illustrate this complex EIT system in real life application, a further case is
designed to present the three-phase water/gas/oil scenario in process industry as
shown in Fig 4-3a. Hopefully, the permittivity reconstruction image can be used
in distinguishing the oil and air phase if this complex EIT works. The position of
the inclusions is the same as in Case 3, but the conductivity and the permittivity
value is set as in Table 1.1, where the left inclusion presents the oil phase with
conductivity = 0.0001 mS/m, relative permittivity = 2 and the right one presents
gas with conductivity = 0.0001 mS/m, relative permittivity = 1. The excitation
frequency is 50kHz and the corresponded Jacobian is applied.
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(a) True case of three-phase material imaging
(b) Reconstruction images for conductivity and permittivity change
Figure 4-3: Simulation of three-phase material using complex EIT
The result of reconstruction images are shown in Fig 4-3b. The conductivity
image successfully presents the two non-conducting phases in correct position,
however, there is no distinguishing in which is oil or gas for now. In permit-
tivity image, there are two shallow and blurry shadows in correct position, but
the noise at the boundary seriously destroys the result. If the inclusions are
placed near the boundary, the reconstruction image would fail to present them.
Therefore, current resolution of the EIT permittivity reconstruction image has
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not reach the level of distinguishing the material with such small contrast in rel-
ative permittivity, this complex system fails in three-phase material imaging and
still critical.
To further analysis why the permittivity reconstruction is so hard, the voltage
measurement against changing conductivity and permittivity has been plotted.
Figure 4-4: Voltage measurements against changing conductivity
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Normally, we are using the real part of the voltage measurement to determine
the conductivity changes since a small conductivity change can reflect in a large
real part voltage changes as shown in Figure 4-4. When it comes to permittivity
changes, only a small change can be reflected in the imaginary part voltage mea-
surement as shown in Figure 4-5. And to be noticed that the value of imaginary
part voltage in this case goes to ×10−3, which is way smaller. This is why makes
the permittivity imaging so hard.
Figure 4-5: Voltage measurements against changing permittivity
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4.4 Conclusion
Simulation result fails in detecting two inclusions (Case 3) in conductivity re-
construction images for all cases, but the permittivity reconstruction images are
able to show the two inclusions at the same image if the relative permittivity
of one inclusion is high enough. At this point, we cannot simply say that the
conductivity distribution of ROI can be produced by the real part of voltage
measurement, or the imaginary part of voltages measurement reflected the per-
mittivity distribution. It is really hard to separate the conductivity and the
permittivity distributions just from the real or imaginary component of the mea-
surements. Therefore, the reconstructed images of the conductivity distribution
do contain the information of the permittivity, and the same for the permittivity
distribution. Hence, the real case application simulation in three-phase material
imaging fails. It is still difficult for complex EIT to generate both pure conduc-
tivity and permittivity distributions so far, which means the application of using
the complex EIT for imaging both the conductivity and permittivity distribution






Three-phase material imaging such as oil, gas and water is a critical problem in
many processes. Monitoring and separation of each phase before corresponding
process can be a key to realise cost efficiency production. In the oil and gas
industry such a tool can generate great environmental benefits. In recent years,
several multi-modality imaging systems are being adapted for such an applica-
tion. It is not possible to gain information on three phase flow using a single
imaging modality that can be deployed in production field. For a three-phase
flow dominated by water phase, this is more challenging. The capability of the
majority of current dual-modality systems was only demonstrated under limited
flow regime conditions, and mostly are oil based. In such condition, a technique
which is able to distinguish gas from liquid and merged with EIT can be a so-
lution. A quantitative ultrasonic travel-time tomography [138] developed by my
colleague is an good option which able to determine air from liquid depending on
the sound velocity. Such combination, providing the answer to the challenge of
the water dominate mode: the EIT is able to image the non-conductive phases
of oil and gas, but not able to separate them. The EIT two-phase imaging then
complimented with the speed of sound imaging of the ultrasound transmission
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tomography (UTT), which can separate liquid (oil and water) and gas.
This chapter presents a novel combined imaging system including EIT, and UTT
for distinguishing three-phase material. A dual modality EIT-UTT system com-
bining a 32-electrode EIT array and a 32-transducer UTT sensor array is devel-
oped to demonstrate this novel three-phase material imaging. The concept was
demonstrated using simulation study and then shown with experimental lab tests.
Measurement principles, method and a image fusion strategy are described, ex-
periment based on several three-phase scenarios are established, and the results
show successful distinguishable for all three phases. This chapter is based on
the published journal paper [48]. And the work flow of this chapter conducted
independently is in Figure 5-1.
Figure 5-1: The work flow of three-phase material imaging
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5.2 Ultrasound transmission tomography
Ultrasonic has been widely used for imaging and online monitoring of industrial
processes. Ultrasounds have a non-destructive and non-invasive property and
they can provide quality information as it travels with varying speeds in different
media. Working on the concept of the ultrasonic tomography forward problem,
someone must be based on the physics of the acoustics. In the meanwhile, acous-
tics can have a too wide extensive behaviour to be modelled directly, if some-
one tries to reconstruct all the full- wave information. Therefore, reconstruction
methodologies are based on single attributes of the big amplitude waveforms cap-
tured by sensors. Such reconstruction is the transmission or reflection method
which both of them are based on specific values of the full signal that is recorded
by the sensors.
Traditionally, the propagation of the ultrasonic wave is considered as a straight
line from the transmitter to receiver in the UTT mode. Therefore, a spher-
ical wave (cone-beam) could be considered as an infinite sum of plane waves
(fan-beam). Each spherical wave can be approximated by a cone of rays and
subsequently, every plane wave by a fan of rays. In an ultrasonic annular array of
32-transducer, the transducers work as both transmitter and receiver, mounted at
the outer boundary of the phantom. When one transducer works as transmitter,
the ultrasonic signal is sent across the phantom, and other transducers work as
receivers and can record the transmitted or reflected/scattered ultrasonic signals
from various directions.
The ultrasonic wave can be reflected between materials with different acous-
tic impedance; therefore, only the transmission signal will be used in this work
since the enclosed phantom wall can cause strong reflections. Based on the as-
sumption of straight-line propagation, the ultrasonic wave propagates in different
materials with different speeds, time-of-flight (TOF) inside of the phantom can
be influenced by the material distribution [139]. Hence, the material distribution
inside the phantom can be imaged by measuring the TOF of the ultrasonic signal
between transducers. Meanwhile, the fan-shaped beam projection allows simul-
taneous interrogation of a large area, ensuring the maximum number of sensors
receive the directly transmitted signal in every beam projection. The transducers
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adjacent to the transmitter are disabled during measurement because the limita-
tion of the ultrasonic beam angle and no meaningful transmission signal will be
received by them. Therefore, transducer 1 emits ultrasonic signal and transducer
9 to 25 can simultaneously detect the transmission signals. Then transducer 2
is excited and transducer 10 to 27 are used for detection at the same time. The
process is repeated until all transducers have worked as a transmitter, and a set
of TOF measurements can be used for image reconstruction.
5.3 Method
This section describes the basic principle of operation and computational models
of the EIT as well as UTT. Some main properties and characteristics of the for-
ward and inverse problem for imaging electrical conductivity in EIT is discussed
in Chapter 3. The dual modality scenario for characterisation of the three phase
flow is then presented.
5.3.1 EIT
Figure 5-2 shows a 32-electrode EIT phantom. Electrodes are attached inside
the phantom and directly contact with background. Normally, current injected
to a pair of electrodes, in this chapter, adjacent method is applied. Voltages
are measured at the rest of electrodes, therefore, one current injection can give
29 valid voltage measurements. The process is repeated until current injected
to all adjacent electrode pairs. And then, the measurement is used for image
processing.
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Figure 5-2: Measurement principle of a 32-electrode EIT system
5.3.2 UTT
In this study we applied an optimized linear inversion method for UTT, which is
based on TOF signals.
Figure 5-3: Measurement principle of a 32-electrode UTT system
TOF values are calculated by measuring the time of the first received most pow-
erful pulse of the captured waveform. By enveloping the received signals and
detecting the waveform’s point of the maximum peak of amplitude, one can fig-
ure out the time that took to the biggest transmitted pulse to travel through the
ray-path. Using the raw TOF data to compute sound-speed data, we conclude
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Where D is the distance of the travel-path of each ray and S is the computed
average sound velocity. The sound speed of the mth ray, vm(1 < m < M) of an
acoustic wave that travels through the path l, between an emitter and a receiver
can be expressed by the following path of a line. This line is expressed by the





To algebraic reconstruct data, first of all, one need to discretize the domain. The





Where vn is the sound speed that produced the n
th cell, 1 < n < N and wm,n
is the weighted value that describes how much every specific wave-ray affects
the domain, namely the pixels. These weighting values have been computed by
an algorithm which checks the distance of the ray to the centre of the pixel. By
treating the pixel as a circle, we achieved to reduce dramatically the computation
costs of the process of assigning thee values [140].
A tomographic approach consists of many of these rays, whose amount depends
on the angle of emission beam. All these equations of rays form a system of linear
equations, the so-called forward problem. The measurement includes subtraction
between reference and inclusion data for sound speed leading to the image of
change of sound speed:
∆m = S∆v (5.4)
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5.3.3 Image reconstruction
To overcome some sparsity problems that can be occurred with the above method
in UTT, a thicker wave rays are used for the sensitivity kernels to the width of
the transducer (19mm). It is commonly known that the specific tomographic
method is not capable of detecting and reconstructing objects lower in dimensions
than the actual receivers’ dimensions. Therefore a more uniform distribution of
sensitivity values can be achieved. In Figure 5-4 at left, we present a sensitivity
kernel and at right two full sensitivity maps. The middle one was computed by
using a fan-beam angle of 90 degrees and the right one a full fan-beam angle of
170 degrees. We choose for our reconstructions the 90 degrees sensitivity matrix
as it offers a better sensitivity over the centre of the domain. Figure 5-5 shows
the sensitivity maps in EIT, which gives a high sensitivity near the boundary.
Generally, UTT has uniform sensitivity as compared to the EIT which is very
non-uniform with central area with weaker sensitivity.
Figure 5-4: Left: UTT sensitivity map. Middle: Sensitivity matrix of 90 degrees
of angle beam. Right: Sensitivity matrix of 170 degrees of angle beam.
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Figure 5-5: EIT sensitivity maps. Left: single injection. Right: full injection.
The singular value decomposition of the sensitivity matrix in UTT and EIT will
help to understand the level of ill-posedness in each case and hence the level
of regularization. Figure 5-6 shows the singular value distribution for the EIT
and UTT, it is clear that EIT is severely ill-posed while the UTT has some level
of ill-posedness. The need for sophisticated regularization in EIT is far more
important than it is for UTT.
Figure 5-6: Singular value decomposition for EIT and UTT
A total variation algorithm is used for both UTT and EIT cases. In this work, the
L1-norm regularization term is introduced and the inverse problems are solved by
the total variation (TV) algorithm [130]. The changes in conductivity and sound
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||SU∆x−∆τ ||2 + β||∇∆x||1 (5.6)
as introduced in section 3.3.4 where, α and β are the regularization parameters,
∇ is the gradient and || · ||1 is the l1-norm penalty term. A split Bregman based
TV algorithm is used for both UTT and EIT [141].
5.3.4 Dual modality procedure
In water-dominated situation, EIT can be used for detecting non-conductive
phase including both gas and oil, by solving the difference in voltage measure-
ments. An image of conductivity distribution is reconstructed, as shown in Figure
5-7 top-left. Since the acoustic impedances varies in water and gas, but are simi-
lar in water and oil, the reconstructed image of UTT can be used for identifying
gas phase like in Figure 5-7 top-right. To combine the information of these two
reconstruction images, a water-dominated three-phase flow can be distinguished.
These two procedures are independent, EIT and UTT can be performed at the
same time or sequentially.
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Figure 5-7: Sequence of three phase flow classification
The simulation results are presented in Table 5.3 using noise free and realist noise
models. The conductivities and speed of sound of each phase are set as Table 1.1.
A 7dB noise is added for EIT images and 15% mean value noise of differences
is added for UTT images. Three different scenarios are created. As expected,
non-conductive phases are clearly detected by EIT. Because of the high contrast
in conductivities between water and oil/gas, noise has little effect on EIT results.
However, noise makes significant impact on UTT images, due to the close sound
speed between oil and water phase. The speed of sound in water and in oil are
close, ideally, a shallow inclusion of oil phase should be found in all cases. But
the reconstruction of oil phases can be easily affected when noise is introduced,
which means the separation of oil from water can be difficult using UTT. Finally,
the three-phase flow can be distinguished by combining these two sets of images.
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Table 5.1: Simulation results for three-phase cases







































To achieve a robust three phase discrimination we developed a image fusion ap-
proach. Combining the information of the gas phase detection by UTT and the
non-conductive phase detection by EIT, a three-phase image can be produced.
An image fusion strategy is developed by using the following steps:
• i) In EIT reconstruction, there are totally 928 measurements of change in
voltage due to 32 electrodes. The measurements are used in SB-TV to
produce a 50 × 50 matrix, and this matrix is used to reconstruction a 50
by 50 pixels image with the value of each pixel matches the matrix. The
value range of the image is depending on each case. And then, normalise
each pixel value from -1 to 0, where -1 for non-conductive phase and 0 for
the rest of domain.
• ii) Apply the same method to the UTT image where 864 measurements in
each image, and the SB-TV is used to produce a 50 by 50 pixels image as
well. After normalising the pixel values, -1 indicated for gas and everything
else is 0 in UTT images.
• iii) Simply add two images together.
In the fusion image, if the sum of a pixel is 0 then it is the water phase in red,
where the sum is -1 then it is the oil phase in green, and when the sum is -2 then
it is the gas phase in blue. Table 5.2 shows the fusion images for all three cases,
blue indicated gas phase and yellow to green indicated air phase as promised. As
the experiments in this work are based on data from distinct phases, the above
method works well, if a more inter-mixed phase is considered a more sophisticated
strategy can be developed for this classification but following a similar approach.
An Otsu threshold method was used for each sets of images [142] helping to
produce image of EIT and UTT which includes -1 or 0 in their entries.
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5.4.1 Measurement system setup
The experimental system includes a combined sensor, which includes both the
32-electrode EIT sensor array and the 32-electrode UTT sensor array, and two
separate measurement system (one is for EIT and the other is for UTT). The
UTT array is vertically down below the EIT array. Basically, the UTT sensor
system is previously made in the lab and I mounted the 32 electrodes for EIT
system above the UTT sensors to form this dual-modality system. The EIT
electrodes are made of copper strips and they are long enough for any water
level, also can be easily connected to the measurement device. Figure 5-8 shows
the experimental setup used in this study. Since we use EIT and UTT in separate
plane it is possible to use 32 sensors. However, if we were to use them both in
single plane then 16 channel for each would be more appropriate.
Figure 5-8: Experimental set up and EIT and UTT sensors and system
The UTT system includes a power supply, a self-designed control, calculation
module and a computer. The power supply powers the control and calculation
module. The control module controls the whole measurement process, realises the
switching process for a whole measurement, generates and amplifies the excitation
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signal and deals with the received signal to obtain TOF values. The computer
implements image reconstruction and provides the final images.
The EIT measurement system used in this experiment is designed by SenTec
AG [143]. It consists of a SensorBelt, a smart SensorBeltConnector and a power
supply. The SensorBelt directly connects 32 sensors with the smart connector,
while the smart connector controls all injection and measurement. The data is
acquired and processed with SenTec EIT Monitor Software (STEM Software)
[143], the interface of the STEM is shown and explained in Figure 5-9.
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(a) Configuration: various operational parameters such as excitation fre-
quency, injection pattern, injection current and image rate can be set here.
(b) Reconstructed image window: real-time reconstructed image is shown here
and it can be recorded; on the bottom the mean voltages is displayed.
(c) Sensor quality: the connection states of each of the 32 electrodes is visual-
ized in green (connected), yellow (partially connected) or red (disconnected),
and also the contact impedance is displayed.
Figure 5-9: Screen shots of the STEM Software [143]
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The inner and outer diameters of the tank were 280 mm and 300 mm. The
excitation frequencies of EIT and UTT were 200 kHz and 200 kHz, respectively.
One plastic bottle filled with olive oil used for representing oil phase and another
empty bottle (air) in same size represented gas phase in all cases. In EIT, the
only reliable imaging property is the electrical conductivity. A plastic bottle filled
with olive oil can be represented as oil phase because they are all non-conductive.
The same for air and gas. For UTT, TOF depends on density. The difference
between speed of sound in water and speed of sound in oil is smaller than the
difference between speed of sound in water and speed of sound in gas, as shown
in Table 1.1. Therefore, the experimental set up can model a pipeline flow.
5.4.2 Results
Table 5.3 clearly presented reconstruction images in both EIT and UTT for 5
different scenarios. These 5 cases are designed to show the feasibility of EIT
and UTT duel-modality performance in: a) oil and air phases are far away to
each other and both near boundary; b) oil and air phases are close to each other
and one of them near boundary; c) oil and air phases are at same distance from
the boundary. EIT images present both oil and air phase in blue, the colour
bar present relative conductivity from 0 to -1, where deep blue represents non-
conductive. Meanwhile, UTT images clearly show the position and the size of
the air phase. The colour from blue to red presents the relative speed sound in
each phase from low to high correspondingly.
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Table 5.3: Experimental imaging results of EIT and UTT for three-phase cases






In previous research, EIT shows good performance and potential in flow industrial
and other applications [144], [122]. Images obtained by EIT are generally good.
In case 2 and 3, EIT images can clearly detect one phase near boundary and
show in deep blue, but the other phase can still be seen in shallow blue and
blurry. This is because EIT always has a high resolution near the boundary and
decreasing forward centre. Therefore, in these cases, three-phase image can be
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compromised by the limitation of EIT when oil/air phase is in the centre. Hence,
non-conductive samples in the centre may not be imaged or separated, especially
when they are very close.
UTT data is noisier than EIT in this work, this may because the speed of sound
is sensitive, any pollution in the water can compromise the time measurement.
Moreover, 32-transducer system increases the complexity in image reconstruction,
but on the other hand, it provides high resolution in both systems. Referring to
figure 5-6, the condition of UTT sensitivity matrix in reconstruction is slightly
ill-posed compared to severely ill-posed EIT imaging. This makes EIT highly
dependent to the image reconstruction and regularisation parameters. Addition-
ally, the UTT has almost uniform sensitivity, but for EIT it is highly position
dependent. This is shown clearly in cases 2 and 3, where simultaneous recon-
struction of two inclusions next to each other with EIT is challenging. UTT is
also slightly more robust in the central area and has some resolution degradation
near to the boundary. EIT has better image resolution in the boundary area and
less so in the central area. This gives UTT and EIT an additional synergy in
terms of area of imaging.
The three-phase images using proposed image fusion strategy are shown in Table
5.4. Where three different colours values indicated three different phases, -2
represents gas phase in blue, -1 represents oil phase in green-yellow and 0 for
background water phase in red. In case 1, 4 and 5, fusion images are clear
represent three different phases as expected. They noise may not be eliminated,
but the center of the samples are clearly imaged in correct position. However,
fusion images fails in Case 3, this is mainly due to the limitation of the current
EIT system, the samples in the centre are hard to be imaged clearly, and it is
the oil sample which can not be seen in UTT image either. Hence, this exposes
the limitation of this dual-modality as well, where the system may fail when the
oil phase is in the centre area.
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Table 5.4: Fusion images using proposed method for experimental studies







Overall, these results demonstrate successful outcome for three phase flow char-
acterization when dealing with distinct phases of water oil and gas using EIT and
UTT dual-modality system. Figures of merit are plotted, amplitude ration (AR),
resolution (RES) and shape deformation (SD) was selected from GREIT image
quality parameters as introduced in Section 3.4 [136] to evaluate the performance
of the images. AR measures the ratio of image pixel amplitudes in the inclusion
area to that in the reconstructed image as shown in Figure 5-10; RES measures
the size of reconstructed inclusion as a fraction of size of entire imaging region
in Figure 5-11 and SD in Figure 5-12 shows part of reconstructed images that
does not fit in a circular shape. The smaller of these values means a better im-
age. The performance of fusion images is generally better than EIT images in all
cases but not good as UTT since the UTT has more uniform sensitivity matrix
and less ill-posedness. In other words, this dual-modality not only to distinguish
three-phase, but also enhanced EIT resolution.
Figure 5-10: Amplitude response for case 1 to 5
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Figure 5-11: Resolution for case 1 to 5
Figure 5-12: Shape deformation for case 1 to 5
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5.5 Conclusion
This chapter introduced a novel three-phase material imaging and characterisa-
tion using a combined transmission mode ultrasound tomography and an electri-
cal impedance tomography. EIT is used to identify non-conductive phase which
either oil or gas phase and hence UTT is used to identify air phase. Several
simulation studies and in lab experiments were established. And a image fusion
method has developed to generate the three-phase image. The results demon-
strate successful characterisation of these three-phase of oil, water and gas in
water dominate cases, where providing the solution to the major challenge of
three-phase in water background. Hence, three-phase images are produced us-
ing proposed image fusion method where three different colours indicate different
three phases. For now, this work is only demonstrated in a static situation since
it is a new combination and it is the fundamental work to see the capability of
this dual-modality. This successful characterisation work of the system indicated
it has the potential in imaging a flow in the future.
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Chapter 6
Dynamic fabric EIT with deep
learning
6.1 Introduction
EIT has been used as an imaging modality for monitoring in many fields of
engineering. This is mainly because of the relatively low capital cost, non-invasive
data collection and relatively good temporal resolution [145], [146]. Instead of
the human body or other target, if a conductive material that will respond to
local conductivity or permittivity changes is used, a pressure mapping imaging
system or a touch sensing sensor can be created. Sense of touch is a major part
of man’s communication with their environment. Artificial skins can help robots
to have the same sense of touch, especially for their social interactions. And also
there is a need of extending the functionality of the skin to be dynamical where
will enable the EIT based skin to work as an interface allowing social interaction
with the robot. This Chapter presents a dynamical pressure mapping sensing
using piezo-resistive fabric to represent aspects of the sense of touch. In past few
years EIT is considered to be able offer a good alternative for artificial skin in
particular for its ease of adaptation for large area skin compared to individual
matrix based sensors. The EIT has also very good temporal performance in data
collection allowing for monitoring of fast responses to touch stimulation, enabling
a truly real time touch sensing. Electromechanical responses of a conductive
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fabric can be exploited using EIT to create a low cost and large area touch
sensing. Such electromechanical properties are often very complex, so to improve
the imaging resolution and touch visibility, deep learning was used in addition to
the state of the art spatio-temporal imaging algorithm. This section demonstrates
a step towards an integrated seamless skin with large area sensing in dynamical
settings, closer to natural human skin’s behaviour. For the first time a dynamical
touch sensing are studies by means of a spatio-temporal based EIT imaging on
a conductive fabric. Various dynamic experiments has performed and improve
image quality using deep learning for the first time. The experimental results
demonstrated the successful results by a combined deep learning with dynamical
EIT imaging results in single and multiple points of touch. This chapter is based
on the published journal paper [49].
6.2 Measurement system and method
EIT aims to reconstruct image of a conductivity distribution inside the testing
object. EIT systems measure boundary voltages according to constant, low fre-
quency and multiple injection currents to reconstruct cross-sectional images of
the conductivity distribution [147]. A typical fabric EIT system is shown in Fig-
ure 6-1. All the proposed EIT systems are based on the basic methodology which
are: 1) the data collection of a set of independent transfer electrical impedance.
2) The stable solutions of forward and inverse problems in order to reconstruct
images with high quality [50]. To reconstruct EIT images in general geometrical
settings, all functions are required which are described in details: a system for
measuring the surface geometry, a mesh generator to produce a mesh based on
the surface information, code for computing the finite element approximation and
an algorithm to solve the inverse problem. Also, tools to display the results and
also to analyse the images are required [148].
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Figure 6-1: Typical fabric EIT system structure diagram
6.3 Experimental results
This work focuses on a Pressure Mapping Imaging based on EIT. The special
sensor used is built up by a conductive fabric and a wooden circle frame with 16
electrodes on boundary as shwon in Figure 6-2. The conductive stretchable fabric
LTT-SLPA used in the experiment was manufactured by Eeonyx Corp, made by
stretchy nylon/spandex and coated with a long-lasting conductive formulation,
which gives a tunable surface resistivity in the range of 104 to 107 ohm/sq.
Two of the electrodes are used to input a constant current into the conductive
fabric, other electrodes will get an initial voltage reading. And then, pressuring
the conductive fabric over the circular sensor area, electrodes on boundary will
generate a new voltage reading. Using this new reading minus initial voltage
reading to get voltage difference (∆V ). The voltage difference is used to image
pressure map by MATLAB processing. We conducted several experiments and
two sets of experiments are shown here for comparative study.
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Figure 6-2: Dynamic fabric EIT sensor array
6.3.1 One-object test
In this test, one finger was used to apply the pressure on fabric over the circular
fabric sensor area (as shown in figure 6-3a). The background data was collected
first, and then apply force from first test point. Due to the lower frequency chosen
5 kHz. The pressure point was moving anticlockwise near boundary and moving
towards center after one turn. In this case 439 sets of scan data were collected.
Figure 6-3b shows 21 snap of reconstructed images for a single finger touch going





Figure 6-3: A single pressure point moving counter clockwise and then diagonally
towards the center
6.3.2 Two-object test
In this experiment, the same approach as test one, two pressure points applied
at the same time and moving clockwise. In this test, two fingers were used as
a compare of last test in not only the inclusion numbers but also the size since
two fingers can give larger contact area of pressure. In this case 273 sets of data
were imaged. Figure 6-4 shows 21 snaps of reconstruction images that clockwise
movement of two finger touch points.
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Figure 6-4: Double pressure points rotating clockwise
Temporal image reconstruction using state of the art TV algorithm performed
very well, taking advantage of time correlation between frames of data. This
includes ease of detection of pressure points in central area of fabric, which is
always seen an issue for large area fabric EIT testing. Also, this dynamical image
extends the functionality of fabric EIT as the robotic skin, which is the essential
ability that allowing social interactions in robotic.
There are still some artefacts remaining in those images and if we revert to a single
frame by frame reconstruction (not taking advantage of temporal correlations),
then these noises are more severe. Next section aims to address these issues with
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help from arterial intelligent.
6.4 Image processing – Deep learning
6.4.1 Deep convolutional neural network
Figure 6-5 shows a reconstructed image and a typical thersholding, the noise in
the initial image has been reduced generally, but a systematic error around the
boundary due to the electrode movement can not be eliminated so far.
Figure 6-5: Passage from a raw EIT image (left) to a thresholded image (right)
The aim is to remove the electrodes artefacts which can be done with deep con-
volutional neural network. Deep learning has attracted much concern from the
academic circles and industrial circles because of its powerful learning ability in
recent years [149], [150], [151], [152]. Deep learning is effective at digging the
abstracter and abstracter feature representation from original input data, and
the representation achieves a favorable generalization ability and has overcome
some problems considered difficult to solve in past artificial intelligence [153],
[154], [155], [156]. In general, a neural network consists of an input layer, a set
of hidden layers formed of neurons and an output layer. A neuron contains all
input information x, where x is a vector, interact with weights w (learnable pa-
rameter). The result of weighted sum xw passes through an activation function
f . The output of the neuron is thus y = f(
∑
xiwi).
In the case of a classical neural network, each neuron takes all values in previous
layer as input like in Figure 6-6. This means for a network with an image as
input and made up of approximately 10 to 20 layers, there will be millions of
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weights to learn at the same time and the number of calculation is huge. In
fabric EIT images, the size is modest and yet the number of calculations remains
very important. Which convolutional neural network is rather good when treating
images due to the lower calculation complexity by parameter sharing, neurons
do not take into account of all pixels as input. And this type of calculations
considers neighborhood in images [157].
Figure 6-6: A regular 3-layer neural network
A learning base is created by an input of a set of noisy images and an output of all
cleared images. The network is updated with the information through learning,
which is modifying weights w until reaching the desired result, and then, a set of
unreleased images can be sent to the network to improve visibility. The learning
base has to be as robust as possible. In our case, the learning process can be
explained as following steps:
i Feed the network with input, the input is a set of original images repre-
senting pressure point that travel all accessible areas of the fabric with a
significant noise related to the electrodes.
ii Create the ‘perfect’ clean image. A example of this ‘perfect’ image is shown
in Figure 6-7. A boundary suppression applied to remove electrode’s noise,
and large size of blobs were kept only values greater than 55% of the maxi-
mum amplitude since even a small pressure point can produce a large blob
due to the deformation of the material. In additional, small blobs that less
than 15 pixels of area was removed.
iii Feed the network with output, the output is a set of improved images that
we want, in our case, is the ‘perfect’ images created in last step.
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iv Let the network to train learnable weights w.
After the training finished, any set of noisy data can be feed in the network, and
the output will be denoised images that learned with parameter weights w.
Figure 6-7: A set of raw and treated ‘perfect’ image.
In this image training, a U-net convolutional neural network implemented with
Tensorflow (https://www.tensorflow.org/) is used, the structure of this network
is shwon in Figure 6-8. This type of network is commonly used in biomedical
image segmentation, also has good results during classification problems and
image reconstruction [158].
Figure 6-8: Structure of a convolutional neural network of U-net architecture
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The training result of this U-net convolutional neural network can be evaluated
by two approaches:
• With the formula of mean squared error: MSE = E[(image−image‘perfect′)2],
which indicates how noisy the data is.
• And simply by examining the final image, compare them with the raw
images to see the clarity.
6.4.2 Result
Training 1
The one object (single pressure point) data set training from experiment one is
composed of 439 pairs of images where one pair of image contains a raw image
and the image wanted (the ‘perfect’ image), they are the input and the output
of the training as described in last section. Once the training is done, which
means the network has learned the parameter weights w, the next step is to send
the new images set with noise artefacts into the neural network, and the output
will be an image set hopefully improved. The proposed U-net network could be
simplified to a smaller network as the overall task in this problem of 2D and time
is less demanding than some other challenging problems U-net can deal with.
But since we are using this existing U-net, the training time of our data set will
be longer. To help understanding this training process, a flowchart is shown in
Figure 6-9, and the training result is shown in Figure 6-10.
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Figure 6-9: The flowchart of the training 1 process
The test of the network was done with the initial training data since almost each
possible position is taken in this set, the set is exhaustive. Training results of X1
are shown in Figure 6-10, electrodes noise is almost suppressed, the clarity of 21
corresponding frames in Figure 6-3b are greatly improved. The pressure points
are clearly detected, and they are almost near ‘perfect’ images since the test data
set is the same as the input of training set. And also the MSE of this test in
Figure shows that the output (denoised) images are nearly 0, but not 0, which




Figure 6-10: (a) One frame of single pressure point test and (b) 21 corresponding
frames improved (Ynew) images when one object test (X1) through the network
trained with one object dataset (X1 with w1)
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Figure 6-11: Comparison of MSE at the raw image in blue (before training X1)
and the denoised image in orange (after training Ynew) when the network is trained
by one object dataset (X1 with w1)
Second test to check the robustness of the learning is to see how two objects
images are improved through this training network, which input of this test is
the images in Figure 6-4 from experiment two.
Results are shown in Figure 6-12, compare to the images before processing in
Figure 6-4, pressure points are clearly detected, most noise caused by electrodes
and fabric deformation are eliminated. Also to be noted that separation between
objects is very well observed leading to better resolution. To evaluate how good
the image has been denoised, a set of ‘perfect’ image also been produced for
comparison. MSEs are calculated in Figure 6-13 where the input is the raw
data of two objects images and the output is the two objects images that been




Figure 6-12: (a) One frame of two pressure points test and (b) 21 corresponding
improved images (Ynew) obtained for two objects (X2) passed through a one object
trained network (X1 with w1)
Figure 6-13: Comparison of MSE at the raw image in blue (before training X2)
and the denoised image in orange (after training Ynew) when the network is trained
by one object dataset (X1 with w1)
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Training 2
The other approach is to train the network with two objects images. A flowchart
of how this training has been conducted is shown in Figure 6-14.
Figure 6-14: The flowchart of the training 2 process
In this experiment the dataset of training was using the second test set in last
section, composed of 273 pairs of images, from two-object experiment. Once the





Figure 6-15: Improvement of two objects test (Ynew) for two objects raw images
(X2) passed through two objects trained network (X2 with w2)
Results are again really good, shown in Figure 6-15, electrodes noise is mostly
removed and separation between objects is well done. The MSEs in Figure 6-16
in this test are almost 0 after about 30 frames since the test images X2 are the
same as training image X2. Which is an interesting observation that can reflect
the training network has learned learnable parameter w2 in about first 40 frame.
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Figure 6-16: Comparison of MSE at the raw image of two objects in blue (before
training X2) and the denoised image in orange (after training Ynew) when the
network is trained by two objects dataset (X2 with w2)
Since the test dataset was the same as training dataset in last experiment, the
second experiment is using one object dataset of 439 pairs of images which is the




Figure 6-17: Improvement of two objects test (Ynew) for one objects raw images
(X1) passed through two objects trained network (X2 with w2)
This is an interesting observation where the neural net was used to train by
using two pressure points data and tested against a single point experiment, the
results were very good shown in Figure 6-17. Compare to the images in Figure
6-3b, there is a huge improvement in visibility, the amplitude and location of the
pressure point is more specific, almost all error caused by electrodes movement
are eliminated. The MSE of the output of one object testing is reduced as desired
shown in Figure 6-18, the value of the error reducing compare to last training 1
in Figure 6-13 is less. The main reason of this is the MSE of the raw data of the
one object images is already small, therefore, the amplitude of reduction in this
test is relative small.
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Figure 6-18: Comparison of MSE at the raw image of one object in blue (before
training X1) and the denoised image in orange (after training Ynew) when the
network is trained by two objects dataset (X2 with w2)
A conductive fabric behaviour is complex in both resistive and reactive terms
under and applied AC current, because of the capacitances produced by the
interactions of the conductive yarns and air gaps. A stretchable conductive fabric
shows an even more complex behaviour. Due to complex nature of this sensing the
deep learning approach shown in this chapter actually does more than an image
post processing, it overcome some of these model uncertainties that are extremely
hard to physical model. More than that, some of the medical EIT application is
suffering from the noise caused by electrode movement as well, such as moving
chest during breathing. The result in deep learning denoise demonstrate that it
can also apply to medical EIT to solve the similar problem.
6.5 Conclusion
An ideal material used in EIT system for artificial skin would be light-weight, have
continuous and homogeneous conductivity, low-cost, local conductivity changes
in response to touch or pressure and will not be affected by stretching. The fab-
ric used in this study is conductive, the conductivity changes as it is stretched,
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and it is light-weight and low-cost as wanted. This simplicity of sensor comes
with some complex electromechanical behaviour which is not easy to model in
forward model. In previous study, pressure or touch could be detected by fabric
EIT system statically. The dynamic behaviour of the fabric EIT system were
presented in this chapter, where the ST-TV reconstruction algorithm was used.
The experimental shows the temporal performance in data collecting and gener-
ated a movie like pressure mapping at the same time. The hysteresis behaviour
was shown during experiment, motivating future studies in time-related response
of the fabric EIT system. There are still some major errors caused by electrode
movement and other inevitable shape-shift of the fabric in reconstruction images.
To overcome these problems, the deep learning is justified in this chapter. In
training stage, the results of test data set are going through trained net-work
(using independent data set) are impressive in error reduction for all cases shown
here. The way to improve image visibility and reduce these errors through neural
network is effective and has the advantage of being autonomous. And the train-




Conclusion and Future work
7.1 Conclusion
The main purpose of this thesis is to expand the applications of EIT as widely as
possible to express its value as a non-invasive, high temporal resolution and low-
cost imaging technique. Each chapter raises a specific problem/application and
presents the investigation procedure that has been conducted, the methodolo-
gies been applied, the experimental or simulation results obtained, the in-depth
discussions and the valuable novel findings or conclusions.
The most important subject in the literature review chapters is the STTV al-
gorithm which applied to dynamical fabric EIT in chapter 6 for the first time
and enabled a movie like pressure mapping result. The historical background,
hardware systems’ development and the applications of EIT are reviewed in
Chapter 2. Also, current development of multi-modalities which involves EIT
is summarised and reviewed in this chapter. The applications of EIT/ECT are
mainly contributed in process tomography for flow measuring and visualizing;
the combination of EIT/CT is working in medical applications for improving im-
age quality; and the applications of EIT with ultrasound are broadly applied in
industry. The basic mathematical theory including Maxwell’s equations, forward
modelling, FEM, Jacobian and reconstruction algorithms are reviewed as well,
simple mathematical derivations are conducted in Chapter 3.
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Chapter 4 presents a complex EIT system of determining conductivity and per-
mittivity distribution simultaneously, where the resistive and capacitive impedance
are indicated from the real and imaginary part of voltage measurements. A
complex-valued forward model, novel Jacobian matrix derivation and inverse so-
lution are developed in the adjacent current excitation mode. The effects of
changing conductivity, permittivity and excitation frequency to reconstructed im-
ages are presented in simulation studies, also a real case application simulation in
three-phase material imaging implemented . However, the result shows that it is
still difficult for complex EIT to generate both pure conductivity and permittiv-
ity distributions so far, the interaction of the conductivity and the permittivity
of the ROI is complex which means this complex EIT for non-bio applications is
critical at this point. Hence, the real case three-phase simulation fails to produce
the three phase image that depends on different permittivity, leading to a need
of new solution in such application.
Chapter 5 introduced a novel three-phase flow imaging and characterisation using
a combined transmission mode ultrasound tomography using speed of sound and
EIT for industrial application. EIT is used to identify non-conductive phase which
either oil or gas phase and hence UTT is used to identify air phase. A image fusion
method has developed to generate the three-phase image. This dual modality
enables three-phase material imaging by providing complimentary information
from each imaging system. The results demonstrate successful characterisation
of these three-phase of oil, water and gas in water dominate cases and the three-
phase images are produced using proposed fusion method.
Chapter 6 presents an EIT pressure mapping sensing using piezo-resistive fabric
to represent aspects of the sense of touch. For the first time a dynamical touch
sensing are studies by means of a spatio-temporal based EIT imaging on a con-
ductive fabric. The conductivity of the fabric changes as it is stretched, and the
fabric is light-weight and low-cast which can be a good alternative option for
robotic skin. The experimental shows good results of temporal performance in
data collecting and generated a movie like pressure mapping at the same time.
This simplicity of sensor comes with some complex electromechanical behaviour
which is not easy to model in forward model. Hence the use of the deep learning
is implemented in this application for improving image quality. The results of
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test data set are going through trained net-work (using independent data set) are
impressive in error reduction for all cases. The way to improve image visibility
and reduce these errors through neural network is effective and has the advantage
of being autonomous, also has the potential of applying in similar applications.
7.2 Future work
In this thesis, there are three main applications proposed. Based on those findings
as well as the limitations in each application, many potential future researches
could be launched:
Complex EIT
As it has been mentioned in Chapter 4’s conclusion, it is still difficult for complex
EIT to generate both pure conductivity and permittivity distributions so far,
which means this complex EIT is critical and needs further investigation.
EIT/UTT dual-modality
The current experimental study is based on static situation, to fully explore
the potential of this EIT/UTT dual-modality, more practical experimental en-
vironment should be created. For example, to simulate a three-phase flow, the
air-phase samples can be replaced by constantly injecting air bubbles and the
oil-phase can be moved slowly during the experiment. Thus, a dynamical flow
data can be collected and using proposed STTV algorithm to produce a movie
like result. The fusion images produced by this dual-modality are limited when
two samples are too close to each other, the cause of this problem is the limi-
tation of the low resolution of the EIT. Therefore, further improvement of the
image quality of the EIT should be launched. Also, the application of EIT/UTT
dual-modality should not be limited in only applying for process tomography,
other engineering field can be considered.
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Fabric EIT with deep learning
At the current stage of the fabric EIT sensor, only the simplest mathematical
model is considered and is assumed to be a linear problem between change in
voltage measurement and conductivity. However, the structure of fabric material
is complex, and thinking of reconstructing images due to pressure, it is required
to calculate and linearise the problem more precisely and in more detail. If a more
accurate model can be created in the future, the reconstructed image is expected
to be of much better quality. Also, the hysteresis behaviour of the fabric EIT
was shown during experiment, motivating future studies in time-related response
of the system. At the deep learning stage, more data set can be collected and to
test. And so far the training was based on individual frames, if the network could
be improve to a spatio-temporal correlated, the training time could be reduced
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